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Abstract
This project investigates and begins to solve the problem of access to family
planning services in the United States. We research and implement methods in
Operations Research to optimize the location of publicly funded family
planning centers in the United States by minimizing travel distance. The
solution begins with a designated number of family planning centers for the
country. An apportionment integer programming algorithm is then exercised
to allocate centers to all the states based on population, percent of population
in poverty, and state square mileage. At the state level, we use apportionment
again to distribute centers to counties. At the county level, a facilities location
integer programming model decides which county census tracts are assigned
a center. This is done in a way that minimizes travel distance from tracts to
centers. Here the travel distance data is weighted based on population, to
ensure that more people travel shorter distances. Finally, we use a set-covering
integer programming algorithm to compute the placement and minimum
number of abortion clinics required to satisfy a set maximum travel distance
for a particular state.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Those in need of family planning services in the United States face two major
obstacles: financial coverage and access. In this project, we consider the latter
problem of access. The aim is to optimize the location of publicly funded
family planning centers throughout the country with the goal of minimizing
travel distance. Ideally, every person in need of these services should be a
reasonable distance away from a well-equipped center. However, in this case,
the phrases “reasonable distance” and “well-equipped” are not concrete
concepts.
For the initial purposes of this study, we ignore the fact that not all
publicly funded family planning centers are exactly the same. Some might be
hospitals or doctor’s offices that happen to offer these services, some might be
community health centers, and some might be small, specialized clinics. These
different types of centers vary in size and services that they provide. Some
offer both long-term and short-term birth control, while others offer only
short-term. Some offer abortion services while others do not. Here, we begin
1
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with the assumption that the “centers” being optimally placed are all the same
size and offer all services.
Even if we were to assume all the centers were the largest size possible,
there would still exist a limit to the number of people they could serve. In
order for a center to provide services to people in need, it cannot be given a
population greater than it can handle. Therefore, in addition to travel distance,
we must take into account the population of different areas when placing
centers.
Population is not the only factor we need to consider for the model. It is
also important to examine how economic demographics can affect the
“reasonableness” of a particular travel distance. A distance that is manageable
for higher income people might not be manageable for lower income people.
A higher income individual generally has the financial capability, security, and
flexibility to travel further distances and, if necessary, miss work to do so. A
lower income individual generally does not have these capabilities. Thus we
decide to weight the travel distances based on the percentage of the
population living in poverty, to ensure that the minimized travel distance is
still reasonable for lower income individuals.
To reflect on the significance of this problem, it is important to note that in
2013 approximately 38 million people were in need of family planning services
and 20 million of these people required the services to be publicly funded [13].
Every year, roughly half of all U.S. pregnancies are unintended [13]. Yet with
publicly funded family planning services, 2 million unintended pregnancies
(which would have statistically lead to around 1 million unintended births and
700,000 abortions) were avoided in 2013 [13]. In 2010, similar results saved the
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government an estimate of $7.09 in Medicaid and other future costs for every
$1.00 spent publicly funding family planning centers [13]. Consequently, it is
in the best interest of everyone in the U.S. to increase access to these services.
However, in 2010, 82% of U.S. counties had at least one publicly funded family
planning center, while in 2001 that number was 85% [7, 13]. In contrast, the
U.S. had 7, 683 centers in 2001, while in 2010 it had 8, 409 [7, 13]. Thus even
though the number of centers in the country has reportedly increased, fewer
counties have access to them. Additionally, in 2011 only about 13% of counties
had a center that provided abortion services [9].
For this project, we determine the optimal location in the country for these
centers to increase access for those in need using optimization techniques from
the field of Operations Research. These general techniques and their
background are described in Chapter 2, while we discuss the specific models,
including apportionment, facilities location, and set-covering, in Chapter 3.
Then Chapters 4-6 show the applications of these models to the placement of
family planning centers.
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 2
Operations Research Techniques
2.1 History
One definition of Operations Research is “the use of quantitative models to
analyze and predict the behavior of systems that are influenced by human
decisions” [4]. Often this area of study is also called Management Science [31].
The goal is to help people or companies make optimal decisions about
problems that may be too large to solve intuitively. Simply put, this field is the
“science of choice” [8]. A large challenge in Operations Research is to reduce a
complicated and often qualitative situation to a manageable, quantitative
model without losing essential information about the system as a whole [4].
Some common problems include finding the shortest or cheapest path
between two points, fitting as many items into one space as possible, or
allocating resources between parties.
Operations Research originated as a result of World War II [31]. The
mathematical maturity of society at that time allowed Britain and the U.S. to
5
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investigate quantitative methods to optimize military operations [4]. Wars
generate a range of physical and economic optimization problems, such as
distributing scarce resources, coordination, enemy detection, and airplane
reinforcement [4]. After the war, research in this field continued. However, the
competitive postwar economy, business expansion, and growth of computer
technology moved the focus of Operations Research to industry [4].
2.2 Linear Programming
A widely applicable technique in Operations Research is Linear Programming.
In 1947, George B. Dantzig formally stated the general structure of the linear
programming problem [8, 31].
Definition 1. The linear programming (LP) problem is stated as follows:
Minimize or maximize the linear objective function cx, where c is a p1Śnq row
vector and x is a pnŚ 1q column vector of decision variables.
Subject the decision variable values to a set of linear equalities or inequalities
(constraints) of the form Ax “ b, Ax ď b, or Ax ě b, where A is an pmŚnq matrix
and b is an pmŚ 1q column vector.
We apply this definition to the following example.
Example 1. Imagine that the Extra Pep coffee shop has just been hired to provide
refreshments at a fun fall party for the company Cubicles-R-Us. There will be two
drink options: regular coffee and pumpkin spice lattes. A regular cup of coffee takes 1
minute to make, while a pumpkin spice latte takes 3 minutes. The party is one hour
long with just one barista, so there are only 60 minutes of labor available. In addition,
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the ingredients for a regular cup of coffee cost $1, while the ingredients for a pumpkin
spice latte cost $2. Cubicles-R-Us has provided an ingredient budget of $48. However,
the company cannot afford to pay Extra Pep enough for them to make a profit, so the
party guests must still pay for their drinks, albeit at a discounted price. If the profit for
regular cups of coffee is $2 and $4.50 for pumpkin spice lattes, how many cups of each
coffee type would Extra Pep need to sell to maximize profit?
First we define the decision variables. Since the ultimate goal is to determine the
number of regular coffees and pumpkin spice lattes Extra Pep needs to sell, let x1 and
x2 be defined as follows:
x1 “ the number of regular cups of coffee sold
x2 “ the number of pumpkin spice lattes sold.
Extra Pep needs to maximize profit, so we must consider the profits for both types of
coffee multiplied by the corresponding number of cups sold. We use this information
to create the objective function below:
max z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2.
Next we tackle the labor constraint. Since the barista must spend 1 minute to make
every regular cup of coffee and 3 minutes to make every pumpkin spice latte, with only
60 minutes available, this constraint takes the following form:
x1 ` 3x2 ď 60.
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Similarly, since the ingredients for each regular cup of coffee and pumpkin spice latte
cost $1 and $2, respectively, and Extra Pep can only spend $48 total, we have the
following constraint:
x1 ` 2x2 ď 48.
Finally, Extra Pep cannot sell a negative number of coffees, so we add the sign
restriction below:
x1, x2 ě 0.
Thus we construct the complete LP problem as follows:
max z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2 (objective function)
s.t. x1 ` 3x2 ď 60 (labor constraint)
x1 ` 2x2 ď 48 (cost constraint)
x1, x2 ě 0 (sign restriction).
2.2.1 Graphical Solution
An intuitive method to visualize and solve an LP problem with only two
variables is to graph it. Consider the LP problem from Example 1. Let one axis
be the values for x1 and the other for x2. We can now plot the constraints from
this problem. The labor constraint and cost constraint are shown separately
and together in Figure 2.1. Note that since x1, x2 ě 0, we only consider the first
quadrant. In Figure 2.1c, we see the shaded purple area where both constraints
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Figure 2.1: Constraints for Example 1: a) Labor constraint b) Cost constraint
c) Both constraints
overlap in the first quadrant. This is known as the feasible region [31].
Definition 2. The set of all points satisfying the constraints and sign restrictions of
an LP problem is called the feasible region.
In this feasible region, we aim to find an optimal solution [31].
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Definition 3. In a maximization LP problem, an optimal solution is a point in the
feasible region with the largest objective function value. In a minimization LP
problem, an optimal solution is a point in the feasible region with the smallest objective
function value.
Now that we have established the feasible region for Example 1, we can
find the optimal solution. To do this, we use the objective function. Here we
acknowledge that the objective function is the equation of a line in standard
form, Ax` By “ C, where A “ 2, x “ x1, B “ 4.5, y “ x2, and C “ z. Recall that
the slope of a line in standard form is ´A
B
, which in this case is ´ 2
4.5
“ ´4
9
.
The objective function has this slope regardless of the z-value. For each z, all
the values of x1 and x2 that generate this z in the objective function make a line
with this same slope. This is called the isoprofit line. For a minimization
problem it is called the isocost line [31].
As an example, let z “ 50. The objective function is then 2x` 4.5y “ 50,
which we plot in Figure 2.2a with the constraints. We observe that there are
infinitely many points on this line that belong to the feasible region. These are
all feasible solutions, but we want to find an optimal solution. If we continue
to increase z, we obtain the isoprofit lines shown in Figure 2.2b. Observe that
the dashed black isoprofit line where z “ 125 does not contain any points in
the feasible region. Therefore we know that the optimal z-value is less than
125. In Figure 2.2c, we find that the largest z-value we can generate while
retaining one point in the feasible region is 102. Since any increase in z would
create an isoprofit line without any feasible points and any decrease in z
would allow for the possibility of better isoprofit lines, z “ 102 is the optimal
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solution. Note that this optimal solution occurs at a vertex of the feasible
region, specifically the intersection of both constraint boundaries. The
intersection point is px1 “ 24, x2 “ 12q, so in the context of Example 1, Extra
Pep must sell 24 regular cups of coffee and 12 pumpkin spice lattes to achieve
its maximum profit of z “ $102.
The fact that the optimal solution to this problem is a vertex of the feasible
region is not a coincidence. It is straightforward to see from Figure 2.2b that as
z increased, less and less of the isoprofit line fell inside the feasible region until
the optimal vertex was the last point remaining. In fact, we have the following
theorem [19, 31]:
Theorem 1. Any LP problem with an optimal solution has a vertex that is optimal.
Therefore, when solving an LP problem, we only need to check a finite
number of vertices for optimality instead of an infinite number of feasible
points [31]. We prove this shortly.
An LP problem can either have no optimal solution, one unique optimal
solution, infinitely many optimal solutions, or an unbounded optimal solution
[31]. There is no optimal solution when the feasible region does not contain
any points. This can happen if the constraints of the problem contradict each
other. For example, if the problem required a variable to be simultaneously
greater than or equal to 9 and less than or equal to 4, there would be no set of
points to satisfy both those demands.
An unbounded optimal solution occurs when the variables are not
sufficiently limited. In a maximization problem, if the constraints provide no
upper limit for the variable values, then we can continue to increase them
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Figure 2.2: Isoprofit lines for Example 1: a) z “ 50 b) z “ 50, 75, 90, 95, 125
c) z “ 102
forever. Thus we cannot “maximize” this problem because we can always
obtain a larger z-value than the previous one. Similarly with minimization,
constraints that provide no lower limit for the variable values prevent us from
“minimizing” the problem because we can always continue to obtain smaller
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z-values.
We saw an example of one unique optimal solution in the graphical
solution for Example 1. It was clear that the optimal isoprofit line intersected
the feasible region at exactly one point. There are infinitely many optimal
solutions when the isoprofit line has the same slope as one of the constraint
boundary lines. This causes the last feasible isoprofit line to lie directly on top
of that constraint line. Thus that entire line segment is optimal. Then because
there are infinitely many points in the line segment, there are infinitely many
optimal solutions.
The reason an LP problem cannot have 2 optimal solutions, or some other
finite number greater than 1, is because its feasible region is a convex set [4, 31].
Definition 4. A set S is a convex set if the line segment joining any two points in S
is completely contained in S. In other words, for any points u,v P S, it is the case that
p1´ tqu` tv P S for t P r0, 1s.
Figure 2.3: a) A convex set b) Not a convex set
For example, Figure 2.3a represents a convex set [31]. However, Figure
2.3b does not, since the line segment joining points E and G is not contained
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within the set [31]. We are now ready to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2. The feasible region of an LP problem is convex.
Proof. The feasible region of an LP problem is the intersection of sets defined
by the linear constraints and sign restrictions, known as linear half spaces. To
prove that the feasible region is convex, we must prove that a linear half space
is convex and that the intersection of convex sets is convex.
Let H “ t x  a1x1 ` a2x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anxn ď bu be an arbitrary linear half space.
Let x “ px1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq and y “ py1, y2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq be in H. This implies that for the
coefficients a1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an the following is true:
a1x1 ` a2x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anxn ď b
a1y1 ` a2y2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anyn ď b.
Using Definition 4, we want to show that p1´ tqx` ty P H, for t P r0, 1s. Note
that:
p1´ tqx` ty “ pp1´ tqx1 ` ty1, p1´ tqx2 ` ty2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p1´ tqxn ` tynq.
To show that p1´ tqx` ty P H, we must show that:
a1 rp1´ tqx1 ` ty1s ` a2 rp1´ tqx2 ` ty2s ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an rp1´ tqxn ` tyns ď b
for coefficients a1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an. Consider the following:
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a1 rp1´ tqx1 ` ty1s ` a2 rp1´ tqx2 ` ty2s ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an rp1´ tqxn ` tyns
“ a1p1´ tqx1 ` a1ty1 ` a2p1´ tqx2 ` a2ty2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anp1´ tqxn ` antyn
“ p1´ tqpa1x1 ` a2x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anxnq ` tpa1y1 ` a2y2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anynq
ď p1´ tqb` tb
“ b´ tb` tb
“ b.
Thus, p1´ tqx` ty P H, for t P r0, 1s. Therefore, H is convex. Since H was an
arbitrary linear half space, linear half spaces are convex.
Now we must show that if sets A1,A2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,An are each convex, then the set
A1 XA2 X ¨ ¨ ¨ XAn is convex. Assume sets A1,A2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,An are each convex. Then
by definition, for any points a1, a2 P Ai, it is true that p1´ tqa1 ` ta2 P Ai, for
t P r0, 1s, for each i. Let B “ A1 X A2 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X An and let b1, b2 P B. We must show
that p1´ tqb1 ` tb2 P B. Since b1, b2 P B, we know b1, b2 P A1 X A2 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X An.
From this, we know b1, b2 P Ai for all i. This implies that p1´ tqb1 ` tb2 P Ai for
all i. Thus, p1´ tqb1 ` tb2 P A1 X A2 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X An. Therefore, the set
A1 X A2 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X An is convex.
Since linear half spaces are convex and the intersection of convex sets is
convex, it follows that the feasible region of an LP problem is convex. 
With this knowledge, we are now also prepared to prove Theorem 1 [19].
Proof. We use a proof by induction. First, we present a base case. Consider an
LP problem of 2 variables in R2. The feasible region is
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F “ tx P R2  Ax ď b, x ě 0u. This corresponds to a convex polygonal set in the
R2 plane. Consider a line L in these 2 variables in the intercept form
x2 “ mx1 ` b. The objective function for this LP problem is also linear, with the
form f px1, x2q “ αx1 ` βx2. We choose to define the objective function by the
general line L as follows:
f px1, x2q “ αx1 ` βpmx1 ` bq “ pα` βmqx1 ` βb.
This way, for a segment of any line L, the maximum and minimum f -values
will occur at its endpoints. For a closed ray of any line L, it is either the case
that its endpoint is the maximum and there is no minimum, or its endpoint is
the minimum and there is no maximum. Let p be a point on the interior of F
and q be a point on the boundary of F. Then let L be the line that intersects p
and q.
Case 1: The line L intersects the boundary of F not only at one point q, but
also at a second point r. Since F is convex, the line segment between q and r is
completely contained in F. As previously mentioned, since L is linear, it is
monotonic, and thus the line segment in F achieves its maximum and
minimum at its endpoints, q and r. Since we have defined the objective
function f in terms of L, it is also the case that f achieves its maximum and
minimum function values for the segment of L intersecting F at the endpoints,
q and r. Without loss of generality, assume the maximum is achieved at q and
the minimum is achieved at r. Consider a maximization LP problem. It is then
the case that f ppq ď f pqq. Similarly for a minimization LP problem,
f ppq ě f prq. Thus for any interior point p P F there exists a boundary point
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that is at least as optimal as p. Therefore the LP problem has a boundary point
that is optimal.
Case 2: The line L intersects the boundary of F only at q, meaning it is
unbounded in the other direction. Again, since F is convex, the closed ray of L
intersecting p and q is completely contained in F. Then, as previously
mentioned, since L is linear and therefore monotonic, it is either the case that
the ray achieves its maximum at q and has no minimum or achieves its
minimum at q and has no maximum. Since we assume the LP problem has an
optimal solution, and is therefore not unbounded, it will be the case that the
ray achieves its maximum at q for a maximization LP problem and its
minimum at q for a minimization LP problem. So for a maximization LP
problem, it holds that f ppq ď f pqq. Similarly, for a minimization LP problem, it
holds that f ppq ě f pqq. Thus, in this case as well, for any interior point p P F
there exists a boundary point that is at least as optimal as p. Therefore the LP
problem has a boundary point that is optimal.
Recall that in 2 variables, F is the intersection of multiple half planes (the
inequality constraints). The boundary of each half plane in R2 is a line. So the
boundary of F is a collection of line segments/closed rays. Since all these are
linear, all are monotonic. So for a segment, the maximum occurs at one
endpoint and the minimum occurs at the other. For a closed ray, since we are
only considering problems that actually have an optimal solution, the
maximum occurs at the endpoint for a maximization LP problem or the
minimum occurs at the endpoint for a minimization LP problem. Consider the
previously discussed boundary point q that was at least as optimal as an
interior point p.
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Case 1: The point q happens to be a vertex. If q is the only vertex, then q is
the optimal solution. If not, we must check adjacent vertices. Consider a
maximization LP problem. Since q is a vertex, it must be the maximum of a
line segment/ray. However, since vertices are the intersection of these line
segments/rays, q might also be the minimum of the other intersecting
segments. If q is the max for all segments/rays intersecting that vertex, then q
is an optimal solution. If q is a minimum for another segment, then for the
other endpoint, which we will call w, it must be the case that f pwq ě f pqq.
Now w becomes the new candidate for an optimal solution, and we repeat the
same process until the candidate is the maximum for all segments/rays
intersecting a particular vertex. A similar process ensues for a minimization
LP problem. Thus, this LP problem has a vertex that is optimal.
Case 2: The point q is not a vertex. So q lies on the interior of a line
segment/closed ray. Again, consider a maximization LP problem. We know
that the maximum value achieved on a segment/ray will occur at an endpoint.
Since q is not an endpoint, it must be the case that for one of the endpoints,
which we will call u, f puq ě f pqq. Thus u becomes the new candidate for an
optimal solution. We now repeat the process outlined in Case 1 with the vertex
u until we arrive at an optimal vertex. Again, the process for a minimization
LP problem is similar.
Therefore, in all cases, an LP problem of 2 variables with an optimal
solution has a vertex that is optimal. The base case holds.
For the inductive hypothesis, assume an LP problem of n variables with an
optimal solution has a vertex that is optimal. We now want to show that an LP
problem of n` 1 variables with an optimal solution has a vertex that is
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optimal. The feasible region is F “ tx P Rn`1  Ax ď b, x ě 0u. Choose an
interior point p P F and define the objective function f in terms of a line L that
intersects p. The line L must then intersect the boundary of F at at least one
point q. Since L is linear and we are only considering an LP problem with an
optimal solution, it must be the case that f pqq ě f ppq for a maximization LP
problem or f pqq ď f ppq for a minimization LP problem. So this LP problem
must have an optimal boundary point. Since this LP problem has a feasible
region that exists in n` 1 dimensions, the boundary segment of F on which q
lies must exist in n dimensions. Since we assumed in the hypothesis that an LP
problem of n variables with an optimal solution has a vertex that is optimal,
we know that this boundary segment of F must have a vertex that is optimal.
Therefore, an LP problem of n` 1 variables with an optimal solution has a
vertex that is optimal.
Thus, if an LP problem has an optimal solution, there exists a vertex of its
feasible region that is optimal. 
The optimal solution to an LP problem is easy to visualize graphically
when there are only two variables. Yet many problems, including the ones in
this project, can have dozens or even thousands of variables. We cannot find a
graphical solution if we have to tackle a 50-dimensional space. Therefore we
require a specific algorithm that arrives at a solution without the need for
visualization. This algorithm is called the Simplex Method.
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2.2.2 The Simplex Method
In addition to formally structuring the LP model, Dantzig developed and
proved the simplex method for solving LP problems [8]. This algorithm was
especially useful because researchers could program it into computers [8]. In
fact, for this project we utilize an optimization software called LINGO, which
includes an automated version this method. Examples of code can be found in
Appendix B. However, we can still use the simplex method without a
computer to solve small problems. In order to do so, the LP problem must first
be in standard form [31].
Definition 5. An LP problem is in standard form if all constraints are equality
constraints. If the ith constraint is a ď constraint, add the slack variable si to convert
to an equality constraint. Then add the sign restriction si ě 0. If the ith constraint is a
ě constraint, subtract the surplus variable si to convert to an equality constraint.
Then add the sign restriction si ě 0.
In the following example, we convert an LP problem to standard form.
Example 2. Consider the LP problem from Example 1:
max z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2 (objective function)
s.t. x1 ` 3x2 ď 60 (labor constraint)
x1 ` 2x2 ď 48 (cost constraint)
x1, x2 ě 0 (sign restrictions).
To convert this LP problem into standard form, we must change the labor and cost
constraints to equalities. For the labor constraint, the quantity x1 ` 3x2 could equal
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60 or it could be less than 60. If it is less than 60, there must be some positive number
s1 that represents the difference between 60 and x1 ` 3x2. If the quantity equals 60,
then s1 “ 0. We present the modified constraint below:
x1 ` 3x2 ` s1 “ 60
with the corresponding sign restriction:
s1 ě 0.
Similarly for the cost constraint, there must be some nonnegative number s2 that
represents the difference between 48 and x1 ` 2x2. This creates the following modified
constraint:
x1 ` 2x2 ` s2 “ 48
with the corresponding sign restriction
s2 ě 0.
Now that all the constraints are equality constraints, this LP problem is in standard
form:
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max z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2 (objective function)
s.t. x1 ` 3x2 ` s1 “ 60 (labor constraint)
x1 ` 2x2 ` s2 “ 48 (cost constraint)
x1, x2, s1, s2 ě 0 (sign restrictions).
We are now ready to discuss the Simplex Method [31]. This algorithm is
best defined and illustrated through an example.
Example 3. We use the LP problem from Example 2, now conveniently in standard
form. For this algorithm, we also choose to write the objective function as follows:
z´ 2x1 ´ 4.5x2 “ 0.
This way, all occurrences of decision variables are on the left side of the equations. We
can now organize the LP problem in the following table:
Table 2.1: Simplex table
z ´2x1 ´4.5x2 “ 0 z “ 0
x1 `3x2 `s1 “ 60 s1 “ 60
x1 `2x2 `s2 “ 48 s2 “ 48
We see that the objective function is in Row 0 (R0), the first constraint is in Row 1
(R1), and the second constraint is in Row 2 (R2). The rightmost column represents
the basic variables [31] of this system.
Definition 6. Basic variables (BVs) are variables with values other than zero.
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Nonbasic variables (NBVs) are variables set to zero. A basic solution to an LP
system has n´m nonbasic variables and m basic variables, where n is the total
number of variables and m is the number of constraints. A basic feasible solution
(BFS) is when all the variables are nonnegative.
The set of variables in this example is tx1, x2, s1, s2u. Since there are n “ 4
variables and m “ 2 constraints, we will have n´m “ 2 NBVs and 2 BVs. We start
the simplex method with the slack variables si as BVs, so the BFS is ts1, s2u. Thus we
begin with:
BV “ ts1, s2u
NBV “ tx1, x2u.
Intuitively, we know that z will not achieve its maximum value when x1 “ x2 “ 0. So
we must determine which NBV should enter into the set of BVs and which BV should
exit to the set of NBVs.
For simplification purposes, we change Table 2.1 into a Simplex Tableau [31].
The tableau, shown in Table 2.2, contains only the variable coefficients. In this form,
we can view the LP system as a matrix.
Table 2.2: Simplex tableau 1
z x1 x2 s1 s2 rhs BV
1 ´2 ´4.5 0 0 0 z “ 0
0 1 3 1 0 60 s1 “ 60
0 1 2 0 1 48 s2 “ 48
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To determine which NBV should become a BV, we examine which variable will
increase the value of z the most. Recall that the original form of the objective function
is:
z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2
which we represent in the tableau as:
z´ 2x1 ´ 4.5x2 “ 0.
We observe that an increase in the value of x2 will have the most positive impact on the
value of z. Therefore x2 is the entering BV. In general, for a maximization LP problem,
the variable with the largest negative value in the simplex tableau is the entering BV
[31].
In order to assign a specific value to each BV, there can only be one BV per row. So
we must decide in which row to make x2 the BV. To do this, consider how the sign
restrictions of s1 and s2 limit the possible values of x2. The first constraint in the
tableau is:
x1 ` 3x2 ` s1 “ 60
which we can write as:
s1 “ 60´ x1 ´ 3x2.
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Remember that x1 remains an NBV, so x1 “ 0. As we increase the value of x2, we
must ensure that s1 does not become negative. For this constraint, x2 can assume a
value as high as 20 while maintaining the sign restriction of s1. Similarly, we can
write the second constraint as:
s2 “ 48´ x1 ´ 2x2.
Here, x2 can be as high as 24 while maintaining the sign restriction of s2. The value of
x2 must adhere to both these limitations, so we choose to enter x2 as a BV in the row in
which it is most limited: the row of the first constraint (R1). Since x2 is the new BV of
R1, the old BV, s1, must exit and become an NBV.
Every other row already had a BV. Now that x2 is also a BV, some have two. To
remedy this, we use elementary row operations (EROs) to remove the occurrences of x2
from every row except R1. Similarly, we change the coefficient of x2 in R1 to 1, for
easier readability. The following set of EROs change the simplex tableau from Table
2.2 to Table 2.3:
R0` 3
2
R1
R2´ 2
3
R1
1
3
R1.
Now BV “ tx2, s2u and z “ 90. Is this solution optimal, or can we maximize z
further? Once again, we examine the objective function in R0 of Table 2.3. The
coefficient of x1 is still negative, which indicates that increasing the value of x1 will
increase the value of z. As a result, x1 is the new entering BV. In R1, the sign
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Table 2.3: Simplex tableau 2
z x1 x2 s1 s2 rhs BV
1 ´12 0 32 0 90 z “ 90
0 13 1
1
3 0 20 x2 “ 20
0 13 0 ´23 1 8 s2 “ 8
restriction of x2 limits the value of x1 to 60. In R2, the sign restriction of s2 limits the
value of x1 to 24. Since the limit in R2 is more restrictive, x1 will enter in R2 and s2
will exit. The set of EROs below transform Table 2.3 into Table 2.4 accordingly:
R0` 3
2
R2
R1´R2
3R2.
Table 2.4: Simplex tableau 3
z x1 x2 s1 s2 rhs BV
1 0 0 12
3
2 102 z “ 102
0 0 1 1 ´1 12 x2 “ 12
0 1 0 ´2 3 24 x1 “ 24
Now BV “ tx1, x2u and z “ 102. Is this solution optimal? There are no more
negative coefficients in R0, so the value of z will not increase with the entrance of a
new BV. Therefore, this solution is indeed optimal. Returning to the aim of the
original problem, in order to achieve the maximum profit of $102, the Extra Pep coffee
shop must sell 24 regular cups of coffee and 12 pumpkin spice lattes. Recall that this is
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the same optimal solution we obtained graphically in Section 2.2.1.
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, every LP problem with an optimal solution
has a vertex that is optimal. So we only need to check a finite number of basic
feasible solutions, the vertices of the feasible region, for optimality rather than
the infinitely many points in the entire feasible region. This is how the simplex
method converges to an optimal solution. It begins at one vertex, usually the
origin, then chooses another variable to increase as much as feasibly possible
in order to reach another vertex. The method only chooses a new vertex to be
the candidate for an optimal solution if its z-value is greater than the previous
one [31]. Therefore it never checks the same vertex twice. Thus, we have the
following theorem [3]:
Theorem 3. A basic feasible solution to an LP problem is always a vertex of its
feasible region.
Proof. Suppose x is a BFS to an LP problem with x “ tx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xm, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0u,
where x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xm correspond to the basic variables and 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0 correspond to
the nonbasic variables. Suppose that x is the average of two other feasible
solutions p “ tp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pm, pm`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pnu and q “ tq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qm, qm`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qnu. Then
for every i :
xi “ pi ` qi2 .
From this, it follows that for all i where m` 1 ď i ď n :
0 “ pi ` qi
2
.
Since p,q ě 0, it must be the case that pi “ qi “ 0 for all i where m` 1 ď i ď n.
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So the solutions p and q have the same set of nonbasic variables as x. Since the
set of nonbasic variables uniquely determines the set of basic variables and
their values, we have p “ q “ x. Thus x is not the average of two distinct
points not equal to itself. Since the feasible region is convex, it contains the
average of any two distinct points, as well as all the other points that make up
the line segment connecting these points. The only type of point in this region
that does not exist as an average of two distinct points not equal to itself is a
vertex. Therefore, a BFS to an LP problem is always a vertex of the feasible
region. 
The simplex method can, on rare occasions, fail to converge to an optimal
solution. This happens when the LP problem is degenerate [31].
Definition 7. An LP problem is degenerate if there is at least one basic feasible
solution with a BV equal to zero.
A BV equal to zero allows the simplex method to move from an old vertex
to a new vertex without any increase in z-value. Because of this, it is possible
for the simplex method to check the same vertex more than once.
Consequently, the algorithm can then cycle in an infinite loop, never
converging on an optimal solution [31]. However, there are certain
modifications than can prevent this cycling [31].
With a graphical solution, we can easily determine if an LP problem has a
unique optimal solution or infinitely many optimal solutions by comparing
the isoprofit line slope with the constraint slopes. With the simplex method,
we examine the objective function row of the optimal tableau. The coefficient
values of the BVs will always be zero. However, if some NBV coefficient
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values are zero in this row as well, it is possible that the LP problem has
infinitely many optimal solutions [31]. A coefficient of zero means that the
NBV can assume different values and not change the optimal z. If there are no
NBVs with zero coefficients in the objective row, then the optimal solution is
unique [31]. When we examine the optimal tableau for Example 3 in Table 2.4,
we see that the NBV coefficients, s1 and s2, have non-zero values. Thus, the
optimal solution is unique.
Note that the optimal values of the decision variables in the previous
example are all integers. This is not always the case. If the optimal solution to
an LP problem consists of non-integer values, yet the problem requires that all
decision variables be integers, we use specific Integer Programming
techniques to find an appropriate solution.
2.3 Integer Programming
What would happen if the ingredients for each pumpkin spice latte from
Example 1 cost $1.75 instead of $2? The LP structure would remain the same,
except for the cost constraint. The new model would be:
max z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2 (objective function)
s.t. x1 ` 3x2 ` s1 “ 60 (labor constraint)
x1 ` 1.75x2 ` s2 “ 48 (cost constraint)
x1, x2, s1, s2 ě 0 and integer (sign and integer restrictions).
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If we apply the simplex method to this modified problem, we obtain the
following optimal tableau:
Table 2.5: Optimal tableau for modified Example 1
z x1 x2 s1 s2 rhs BV
1 0 0 45
6
5 105.60 z “ 105.60
0 0 1 45 ´45 9.6 x2 “ 9.6
0 1 0 ´75 1 31.2 x1 “ 31.2
From Table 2.5 we learn that to maximize profit, Extra Pep must sell 31.2
cups of regular coffee and 9.6 pumpkin spice lattes. No coffee shop is going to
sell 35 of a pumpkin spice latte. In order for an optimal solution to this problem
to reflect reality, the decision variables must be integer values.
One way to solve an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem is to
round the optimal solution of its LP-relaxation [26].
Definition 8. The LP-relaxation of an ILP problem is the ILP problem without
integer restrictions.
Thus Table 2.5 shows the optimal solution to the LP-relaxation of the Extra
Pep ILP problem. To obtain a quick integer solution, we round the values of x1
and x2:
x1 “ 31.2 Ñ x1 “ 31
x2 “ 9.6 Ñ x2 “ 10.
We substitute these rounded values into the objective function to get
z “ 2p31q ` 4.5p10q “ 107. Here the optimal profit is $1.40 higher than in the
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non-integer solution. However, that is because the rounded values of x1 and x2
violate the constraints:
Labor Constraint: 31` 3p10q “ 61 ę 60
Cost Constraint: 31` 1.75p10q “ 48.5 ę 48.
Perhaps in this particular problem, it does not matter if the barista works 1
minute extra or Extra Pep exceeds its budget by $0.50. Yet in other problems,
the constraints might be absolutely rigid. To avoid violating constraints, we
try using the floors of x1 and x2 instead:
x1 “ 31.2 Ñ x1 “ 31
x2 “ 9.6 Ñ x2 “ 9.
With these values, the objective function is z “ 2p31q ` 4.5p9q “ 102.5. We
check both constraints:
Labor Constraint: 31` 3p9q “ 58 ď 60
Cost Constraint: 31` 1.75p9q “ 46.75 ď 48
and find that none are violated. Therefore this is a feasible solution. Is it an
optimal solution? Although we cannot be certain of optimality at this point,
the method of rounding an LP-relaxation is useful for circumventing extra
calculations to find a reasonable answer quickly, especially when the
constraints are more flexible. To guarantee an optimal solution for an ILP
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problem, we must use the Branch-and-Bound Method.
2.3.1 The Branch-and-Bound Method
The Branch-and-Bound Method [26] is an algorithm to solve ILP problems
using LP-relaxations. We explain this method by solving the modified Extra
Pep problem.
Example 4. Recall the modified Extra Pep ILP problem (for simplified presentation,
there is no need for standard form):
max z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2 (objective function)
s.t. x1 ` 3x2 ď 60 (labor constraint)
x1 ` 1.75x2 ď 48 (cost constraint)
x1, x2 ě 0 and integer (sign and integer restrictions).
The first step is to find the LP-relaxation of this ILP problem:
max z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2 (objective function)
s.t. x1 ` 3x2 ď 60 (labor constraint)
x1 ` 1.75x2 ď 48 (cost constraint)
x1, x2 ě 0 (sign restrictions)
with solution set:
z “ 105.6 x1 “ 31.2 x2 “ 9.6.
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Note that the feasible region for an ILP problem is the subset of the LP-relaxation’s
feasible region, since it retains the same constraints but only includes the integer
points. The only way z could be larger in the ILP problem than in its LP-relaxation is
by violating the constraints. Therefore, the optimal z-value for the LP-relaxation
serves as an upper bound for the optimal z-value of the ILP problem [26]. If x1 and x2
had both been integers, the algorithm would have stopped here. However, since both
decision variables have non-integer values, we choose to branch from x1 arbitrarily.
“Branching” consists of dividing the feasible region for this problem into two
subregions based on the chosen decision variable [26]. Since x1 is not allowed to equal
a non-integer value such as 31.2, it must either be greater than or equal to 32, or less
than or equal to 31. With this information, we create two new LP-relaxations, each
with the proper additional constraint for x1:
max z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2 (objective function)
s.t. x1 ` 3x2 ď 60 (labor constraint)
x1 ` 1.75x2 ď 48 (cost constraint)
x1 ě 32 (new branching constraint)
x1, x2 ě 0 (sign restrictions)
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max z “ 2x1 ` 4.5x2 (objective function)
s.t. x1 ` 3x2 ď 60 (labor constraint)
x1 ` 1.75x2 ď 48 (cost constraint)
x1 ď 31 (new branching constraint)
x1, x2 ě 0 (sign restrictions).
With each new LP-relaxation, we start the process over again until all decision
variables are integers and there is no possible way to achieve a greater z-value. The
complete branching of this example is shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Complete branching of the modified Extra Pep ILP problem
From Figure 2.4 we observe that the last level of branching has two boxes with
z-values of 105. However, the decision variables in the red box are all integers, while
that is not the case in the black box. If we continued branching from the black box, we
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would eventually find an integer solution. Yet because the z-value of a particular
LP-relaxation creates an upper bound on the z-values of all subsequent branches from
that node, we would never achieve a z-value greater than 105. Therefore, an optimal
solution for the modified Extra Pep problem is as follows:
z “ 105 x1 “ 30 x2 “ 10.
Using the branch-and-bound method demonstrates that the previous solutions to this
problem, achieved by rounding or flooring, are not optimal. In fact, x1 “ 30 is not
even the floor or ceiling of the LP-relaxation value of x1.
2.3.2 The Branch-and-Bound Method for Boolean Variables
Two of the model structures we eventually use in this project rely on Boolean
variables. This class of variables, also referred to as binary or 0´ 1 variables,
uses the value of 1 to signify “yes” or “true” and 0 to signify “no” or “false.”
Using Boolean variables is very helpful with regard to optimal placement. The
decision made in these models is either yes, this census tract receives a family
planning center or no, it does not receive one. So not only will a tract never
receive a fractional portion of a center, but it will also never receive more than
one. The restriction of the variables to Boolean values actually simplifies and
hastens the branch-and-bound process. We demonstrate this process in the
following example [4].
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Example 5. Consider the following Boolean ILP problem:
min z “ 3x1 ` 2x2 ` 5x3 ` 4x4
s.t. x1 ` 2x2 ´ x3 ´ 4x4 ě 3
´x1 ` x2 ` 2x3 ` 3x4 ě ´1
x1, x2, x3, x4 are Boolean integers.
In the general branch-and-bound algorithm, we remove the integer restriction and
solve the corresponding LP-relaxation. Then we choose to branch on a variable with a
fractional value, thereby dividing the feasible region. However, since we know each
variable must be either 0 or 1 for a Boolean ILP problem, this could create many
unnecessary cases of branching. Thus to begin the Boolean branch-and-bound
algorithm, we instead retain the Boolean restriction while ignoring the other
constraints:
min z “ 3x1 ` 2x2 ` 5x3 ` 4x4
s.t. x1, x2, x3, x4 are Boolean integers.
Here we can clearly see that since this is a minimization problem and all the
objective function coefficients are positive, the optimal solution is
x1 “ x2 “ x3 “ x4 “ 0. Now we check to see if this solution complies with the
constraints:
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x1 ` 2x2 ´ x3 ´ 4x4 “ 0 ğ 2
´x1 ` x2 ` 2x3 ` 3x4 “ 0 ě ´3.
We observe that this candidate solution violates the first constraint and so is not a
final solution. However, z “ 3x1 ` 2x2 ` 5x3 ` 4x4 “ 0 now serves as a lower bound
for the problem. Next, since this is not an optimal solution, we choose to branch on x1.
We create the following new Boolean ILP problems where x1 is fixed at 0 and 1:
min z “ 0` 2x2 ` 5x3 ` 4x4
s.t. x2, x3, x4 are Boolean integers
min z “ 3` 2x2 ` 5x3 ` 4x4
s.t. x2, x3, x4 are Boolean integers.
Similarly to the general branch-and-bound algorithm, we continue to solve each
branch until some combination of Boolean values for the variables satisfies all
constraints. The complete branching for this problem is shown in Figure 2.5.
At each node, we determine if it is possible to create a feasible solution with the
already set variable values at that node’s location. For example, at the blue node we
examine the first constraint and note that there can never be a feasible solution with
x1 “ 0. In doing this, we eliminate half of the possible solutions. At the green node, we
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Figure 2.5: Complete branching of the Boolean ILP problem in Example 5
cannot rule out the existence of a feasible solution with x1 “ 1. Therefore we check the
feasibility of the solution where x1 “ 1 and x2 “ x3 “ x4 “ 0 (the remaining
coordinates for the point generating the lower bound). This returns a z-value of 3.
However, it still violates the first constraint:
x1 ` 2x2 ´ x3 ´ 4x4 “ 1 ğ 3.
Although this is not a feasible solution, z “ 3 now replaces the previous lower bound
of z “ 0. We continue branching in order of variable index until we arrive at the
solution x1 “ 1, x2 “ 1, x3 “ 0, x4 “ 0, and z “ 5 in red, which proves to be optimal.
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2.4 Nonlinear Programming
Now that we have explored linear programming in-depth, we briefly discuss
nonlinear programming. A Nonlinear Programming (NLP) problem [31] has
the same model structure as an LP problem, except the objective function
and/or constraints are nonlinear. There are many different types of NLP
problems and methods for solving them, since the model could be any
combination of nonlinear and linear components. For the purposes of this
project, we only consider minimization problems with a nonlinear objective
function that is strictly increasing/decreasing and differentiable on a convex
feasible region outlined by linear constraints. An optimal solution to this
problem is the smallest value among all local minima [31].
Definition 9. A feasible point v “ pv1, v2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vnq is a local minimum if for any
other feasible point u “ pu1,u2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,unq, f pvq ď f puq as u approaches v.
A point x could be a local minimum if
O f pxq “ p f 1x1pxq, f 1x2pxq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , f 1xnpxqq “ 0, if O f pxq does not exist, or if f pxq
intersects the boundary of the feasible region [31]. However, since we only
consider objective functions that are strictly increasing/decreasing on the
feasible region, there is no feasible point where O f pxq “ 0. Also, since we only
consider objective functions that are differentiable on the feasible region, there
is no feasible point where O f pxq does not exist. Therefore, to find the local
minima, we must locate all points where the objective function intersects the
boundary of the feasible region. The local minimum (or minima) with the
smallest objective function value is the optimal solution. Since we ultimately
use LINGO to solve these NLP problems, in addition to the ILP problems, it is
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important to note that LINGO has both nonlinear and branch-and-bound
solvers. Again, examples of code are found in Appendix B.
With this background in mathematical programming, we are now ready to
explain the specific models for this project in the following chapter.
Chapter 3
Integer Programming Models
3.1 Apportionment
The first type of model in this project is an apportionment INLP model.
Apportionment INLP problems divide a set number of indistinguishable and
indivisible objects fairly between parties [18]. The most common use of this
model is dividing the total number of representatives in the House of
Representatives between the states. Here we have a similar aim: apportion a
set number of family planning centers between the states.
The simplest and most intuitive way to structure an apportionment INLP
problem is with Hamilton’s Method, also called the Method of Largest
Remainders [18].
Definition 10. The general form of an INLP problem using Hamilton’s Method is
as follows:
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min z “ max
1ďi, jďk
ˇˇˇˇ
pi
ci
´ p j
c j
ˇˇˇˇ
@i‰ j
s.t.
kÿ
i“1
ci “ n
ci ě 1 @i
ci is an integer @i
where pi is the population of state i, ci is the number of centers assigned to state i, n is
the total number of centers, and k is the total number of states.
We see that the goal of Hamilton’s method is to minimize the maximum
absolute difference between the proportions of state populations over the
number of centers assigned to them. These proportions represent the number
of people per center in a particular state. The first constraint ensures that we
only apportion the number of centers we have. The second constraint
guarantees that every state receives at least 1 center. The final constraint
prevents the impossible use of fractional center amounts. While this method is
straightforward and easiest to implement, it has the possibility to produce
some paradoxes. These paradoxes, known as the Alabama Paradox and the
New States Paradox, can be investigated further in [2].
A more modern algorithm is Webster’s Method, also called the Method of
Major Fractions [23].
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Definition 11. The general form of an INLP using Webster’s Method is as follows:
min z “ max
1ďi, jďk
ˇˇˇˇ
pi
ci ` 0.5 ´
p j
c j ` 0.5
ˇˇˇˇ
@i‰ j
s.t.
kÿ
i“1
ci “ n
ci ě 1 @i
ci is an integer @i
where again pi is the population of state i, ci is the number of centers assigned to state
i, n is the total number of centers, and k is the total number of states. Here the
denominator pci ` 0.5q is a simpler way to write the arithmetic mean of ci and pci ` 1q.
Observe that this INLP problem matches the minimization problem
described in Section 2.4. The objective function is nonlinear, differentiable, and
strictly increasing on its convex feasible region outlined by linear constraints.
Therefore, we could solve a small apportionment problem by determining the
local minimum of the objective function in the feasible region. As previously
mentioned, in this case the local minimum occurs when the objective function
intersects the boundary of the feasible region. Since Webster’s method
includes the following equality constraint:
kÿ
i“1
ci “ n
the local minimum occurs when the objective function intersects this
hyperplane. From the second constraint, we know that the value of all
variables must be greater than or equal to 1. Lastly, all variables must also be
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integers. Thus to obtain the optimal solution, we need to find the point on this
hyperplane, with integer coordinates each greater than or equal to 1, that
minimizes the objective value. The graphical solution for an example
apportionment of 355 centers between two states is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Graphical solution for an example apportionment
For this project we utilize Webster’s method specifically because it does
not produce the paradoxes that Hamilton’s method produces [18]. There is a
model more recent than Webster’s method, called the Huntington-Hill
Method [23]. Since 1941 the U.S. government has used this method to
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distribute seats in the House of Representatives among the states [2]. The
difference in this method again lies in the objective function, shown below:
min z “ max
1ďi, jďk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ piapciqpci ` 1q ´ p jbpc jqpc j ` 1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ @i‰ j.
Here, the use of the geometric mean in the denominators gives a slight
advantage to states with smaller populations [2]. In terms of the House of
Representatives, this prevents states with large populations from dominating
the government. However, in the context of family planning centers, it makes
no sense to favor less populous states. The use of the arithmetic mean in
Webster’s method erases this bias.
To illustrate how we use the Webster INLP structure in the context of
family planning center distribution, the next example considers a simple
apportionment between three states.
3.1.1 Example: Delaware, Maryland, and New Jersey
Example 6. Let n “ 312, where n is the total number of centers. Consider the
following populations: Delaware “ 945, 934, Maryland “ 6, 006, 401, and New
Jersey “ 8, 958, 013, respectively. Then the total population in this situation is
15, 910, 348. Using Definition 11, we construct the INLP problem below:
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min z “ max
1ďi, jďk
ˇˇˇˇ
pi
ci ` 0.5 ´
p j
c j ` 0.5
ˇˇˇˇ
@i‰ j
s.t. cDE ` cMD ` cNJ “ 312
ci ě 1 @i
ci is an integer @i
where pi is the population of state i and ci is the number of centers assigned to state i.
We use LINGO to solve this example and obtain the following optimal solution:
cDE “ 18 cMD “ 118 cNJ “ 176.
Thus Delaware receives 18 centers, Maryland receives 118 centers, and New Jersey
receives 176 centers. Note that because Delaware has a drastically smaller population
than the other two states, it needs the fewest centers. Similarly, New Jersey needs the
most centers because it has the largest population. Then since Maryland is closer in
population to New Jersey than to Delaware, the number of centers it receives is closer
to New Jersey’s number.
3.2 Facilities Location
The second algorithm in this project is known as facilities location. Facilities
location ILP problems decide which of k designated areas should be assigned
one of n facilities in order to minimize the travel distance between unassigned
and assigned areas [21]. This can be used in city planning to place fire stations
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or in manufacturing companies to place warehouses. Here, our aim is to
optimally place family planning centers within select state counties. The U.S.
Census divides each county into small census tracts for collecting data. We use
these tracts for the designated areas in this model.
We now present the general form of a facilities location problem [21].
Definition 12. The general form for a facilities location ILP problem is as follows:
min z “
kÿ
i“1
kÿ
j“1
di jci j
s.t.
kÿ
i“1
cii “ n
kÿ
j“1
ci j “ 1 @i
c j j ě ci j @i‰ j
ci j is a Boolean integer @i, j
where di j is the distance from tract i to tract j, ci j is the Boolean variable that indicates
whether or not tract i is assigned to tract j, n is the total number of centers, and k is
the total number of tracts.
The first constraint guarantees that the number of centers placed equals
the number of centers available. The second constraint ensures that each tract i
is only assigned to one tract j. A tract j assigned to itself, c j j “ 1, indicates that
the algorithm has placed a center in tract j. The third constraint then prevents
a tract i from being assigned to a tract j if j is not assigned to itself. The last
constraint restricts each variable ci j to a Boolean value of 0 or 1, where 1
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signifies that tract i is assigned to tract j, while 0 signifies that it is not.
The next example presents a simple problem with locations on the
xy-plane.
3.2.1 Example: Four Points on the xy-plane
Figure 3.2: Four points on a graph to represent areas in a facilities location
problem
Example 7. Consider the four points shown in Figure 3.2 as four designated areas in
a facilities location problem. Suppose there are 2 facilities available for these areas. The
goal is to place these facilities in areas in order to minimize the travel distance from all
areas to the areas with a facility. Here we can calculate distance between the areas
using the standard distance formula:
d “
b
px2 ´ x1q2 ` py2 ´ y1q2.
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Using Definition 12, we construct the following ILP problem:
min z “ dAAcAA ` dABcAB ` dACcAC ` dADcAD
`dBAcBA ` dBBcBB ` dBCcBC ` dBDcBD
`dCAcCA ` dCBcCB ` dCCcCC ` dCDcCD
`dDAcDA ` dDBcDB ` dDCcDC ` dDDcDD
s.t.
kÿ
i“1
cii “ 2
kÿ
j“1
ci j “ 1 @i
c j j ě ci j @i‰ j
ci j is a Boolean integer @i, j.
With LINGO, we obtain the following optimal solution:
cAA “ 0 cAB “ 1 cAC “ 0 cAD “ 0
cBA “ 0 cBB “ 1 cBC “ 0 cBD “ 0
cCA “ 0 cCB “ 0 cCC “ 1 cCD “ 0
cDA “ 0 cDB “ 0 cDC “ 1 cDD “ 0.
From this, we know that we should place the facilities at points B and C, since
cBB “ cCC “ 1. Then to gain access to these facilities, points A and D should travel to
points B and C, respectively, since cAB “ cDC “ 1. This solution, illustrated in Figure
3.3, minimizes the total travel distance. Table 3.1 shows the distance matrix for this
problem, with the final distances in red. Notice that for this simple example, the
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optimal solution we obtained is not unique. The minimal travel distance is the same if
we place the two facilities at points A and D.
Figure 3.3: Solution to the four-points problem
Table 3.1: Distance matrix for Example 7
A B C D
A 0 2.236068 3.162278 4.123106
B 2.236068 0 3.605551 3.162278
C 3.162278 3.605551 0 2.236068
D 4.123106 3.162278 2.236068 0
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3.3 Set-Covering
The final integer programming algorithm we utilize is set-covering.
Set-covering is an ILP model very similar to facilities location. Here, the goal is
to calculate the minimum number of centers and their placement such that
each designated area is within some predetermined maximum distance of a
center. So even though facilities location and set-covering both determine
optimal placement of centers, facilities location minimizes travel distance with
a set number of centers while set-covering minimizes the number of centers
with a set maximum travel distance. This type of algorithm can again be used
in city planning, as well as districting and scheduling [31]. In the context of
this project, we use set-covering to calculate the minimum number of
abortion-providing family planning centers required to meet travel distance
adequacy standards. To distinguish between general family planning centers
and abortion-providing family planning centers in a concise manner, we will
refer to the former as centers and the latter as clinics.
Now we introduce the the general structure of a set-covering problem [31].
Definition 13. The general form for a set-covering ILP problem is as follows:
min z “
kÿ
i“1
ci
s.t.
kÿ
j“1
c jwi j ě 1 @i
ci is a Boolean integer @i
where ci is the Boolean variable that indicates whether or not tract i is assigned a
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clinic, wi j is the Boolean variable that indicates whether or not tract j is within the
maximum travel distance of tract i, and k is the total number of tracts.
The first constraint for this model ensures that there is at least one clinic
within the maximum travel distance of every tract i. The actual functionality of
this constraint and the variable wi j is demonstrated in the next example.
Similarly to the facilities location structure, the last constraint restricts each
variable ci to a Boolean value of 0 or 1, where 1 signifies that tract i is assigned
a clinic while 0 signifies that it is not.
3.3.1 Example: Six Points on the xy-plane
Figure 3.4: Six points on a graph to represent a set-covering problem
Example 8. Consider the six points shown in Figure 3.4 as six designated areas in a
set-covering problem. Suppose that the maximum travel distance in this case is
?
2
units. The goal is to determine the minimum number of clinics required to “cover” all
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areas. Again, we can calculate distance between the areas using the distance formula.
These distances are shown in Table 3.2. From these distances, we can form a WITHIN
Table 3.2: Distance matrix for Example 8
A B C D E F
A 0
?
2 2 3 2
?
2
?
17
B
?
2 0
?
2
?
5
?
2 3
C 2
?
2 0 1 2
?
5
D 3
?
5 1 0
?
5
?
2
E 2
?
2
?
2 2
?
5 0
?
5
F
?
17 3
?
5
?
2
?
5 0
matrix of the Boolean variables wi j. The value of each wi j will be 1 if area j is within
?
2 units of area i and 0 otherwise. This matrix is shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: WITHIN matrix for Example 8
A B C D E F
A 1 1 0 0 0 0
B 1 1 1 0 1 0
C 0 1 1 1 0 0
D 0 0 1 1 0 1
E 0 1 0 0 1 0
F 0 0 0 1 0 1
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Using Definition 12, we construct the following ILP problem:
min z “ cA ` cB ` cC ` cD ` cE ` cF
s.t. cA ` cB ě 1 pclinics within Aq
cA ` cB ` cC ` cE ě 1 pclinics within Bq
cB ` cC ` cD ě 1 pclinics within Cq
cC ` cD ` cF ě 1 pclinics within Dq
cB ` cE ě 1 pclinics within Eq
cD ` cF ě 1 pclinics within Fq
ci is a Boolean integer @i.
Notice that the values of the WITHIN matrix are used as the variable coefficients
in the main set of constraints. For example, in the “clinics within A” constraint, cA
and cB appear with coefficients of 1 because WITHINpA,Aq “ WITHINpA,Bq “ 1.
The others appear with coefficients of 0 because their WITHIN values in the A row are
0. Thus we effectively create constraints that require the sum of clinics within
?
2
units of a particular clinic i to be at least 1.
With LINGO, we obtain the following optimal solution:
cA “ cC “ cD “ cE “ 0
cB “ cF “ 1.
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From this, we know we need a minimum of 2 clinics, placed in areas B and F, in
order to have a maximum travel distance of
?
2 units. We visualize this optimal
solution in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Solution to the six-points problem
It is important to note that this solution is not unique. We could place a clinic in
area D rather than in area F. In the same way that the basic facilities location model
can have multiple optimal solutions, so can the basic set-covering model. Although we
implement modifications in Chapter 6, which diminish the possibility of multiple
optimal solutions, this basic model could be used if multiple optimal solutions are
desired. Public opinion or political inclinations might prevent the placement of
abortion clinics in certain areas. In the likely event that this is the case, it would be
beneficial to have more options.
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Chapter 4
State and County Apportionment
Model
4.1 Modifications to the Basic Model
Here we take Webster’s method of apportionment and apply it in the context
of distributing publicly funded family planning centers between states and
counties in the U.S. Recall the basic model structure of this method:
min z “ max
1ďi, jďk
ˇˇˇˇ
pi
ci ` 0.5 ´
p j
c j ` 0.5
ˇˇˇˇ
@i‰ j
s.t.
kÿ
i“1
ci “ n
ci ě 1 @i
ci is an integer @i.
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Currently, this model only takes into account the population of a state to
determine how many centers it receives. The goal of this section is to
incorporate two additional factors into the model: percentage of people in
poverty and state area.
As mentioned in the introduction, higher-income individuals generally
have the resources to travel further distances for family planning services than
lower-income individuals. Therefore, we should somehow advantage states
with higher levels of poverty, causing the model to assign them a slightly
higher number of centers. This way, the final minimized travel distance for
that state is slightly lower as a result. Similarly, the physical size of a state
affects the final minimized travel distance as well. A large state and a small
state with roughly the same populations could be assigned almost an equal
number of centers, but the people in the large state end up traveling longer
distances. In order to increase the uniformity of the final minimized travel
distance between all states, we should somehow advantage the ones with
larger areas.
We accomplish both of these objectives by weighting the state populations.
The equation below demonstrates this process.
M “ Pp1` pV ¨ 10´2qqp1` pA ¨ 10´6qq
Here, M is the modified population, P is the raw population, V is the
percentage of the state’s population living below 200% of the federal poverty
level, and A is the area of the state in square miles.
The Guttmacher Institute, a leader in research concerning sexual and
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reproductive health, has defined what it means to be in need of family
planning services that are publicly funded. They determined that women who
need these services to be publicly funded are those living below 250% of the
federal poverty level or those less than 20 years old [13]. At the present time,
we choose only to include the information on poverty. From the Kaiser Family
Foundation, we are able to obtain data for the percentage of state populations
living below 200% of the federal poverty level [6]. Percentages below 250%
were not available. This is the data that the variable V represents. We multiply
V by 10´2 to achieve a decimal percentage form. This value is then added to 1
and multiplied by the population. So as the percentage of people in poverty
increases, the modified population slightly increases as well. Thus states with
high levels of poverty appear to have larger populations, which makes them
in need of more centers.
We obtain state square mileage data from the U.S. census (in addition to
the population data). In a fashion similar to the poverty data, we reformat the
state area data into a fractional value, add that fractional value to 1, and then
multiply it by the population. We choose to multiply the area, A, by 10´6
because the largest states have six-figure areas. This gives larger states the
appearance of larger populations, which again makes them in need of more
centers.
For county apportionment, we modify the basic model in a nearly identical
manner. The difference is that at the county level there is not readily accessible
data available for the percentage of people living below 200% of the federal
poverty level. However, there is data for the percentage of people living below
100% of the federal poverty level, so we use that to weight the population
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instead. We use the same process for weighting population by county area as
we do at the state level.
Therefore, we construct the following modified apportionment model:
min z “ max
1ďi, jďk
ˇˇˇˇ
mpi
ci ` 0.5 ´
mp j
c j ` 0.5
ˇˇˇˇ
@i‰ j
s.t.
kÿ
i“1
ci “ n
ci ě 1 @i
ci is an integer @i
where mpi is the modified population of state/county i.
4.2 Application
We apply this modified Webster model at two levels: state and county. The
total number of recorded publicly funded family planning centers in 2010 was
8, 409, hence we choose to distribute 8, 409 centers among all 50 states and the
District of Columbia [7]. After this, we distribute the number of centers each
state receives among its counties. We see in the model that the constraint
ci ě 1 @i
guarantees that each area receives at least one center. So for state
apportionment, every state receives at least one center. However, there is a
problem if a state has more counties than number of centers it receives. In this
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situation, there can be no feasible solution to county apportionment where
each county receives at least one center. To remedy this problem, we subtract
the total number of counties, 3, 143, from 8, 409 to get 5, 266 remaining centers
to apportion among the states. Then to calculate the number of centers for a
state’s county apportionment, we add the number of centers the state receives
with the number of counties it has. This ensures that every county receives at
least one center. A less greedy and tedious way to accomplish this would be to
bypass the states and apportion directly to the counties. Since the previously
mentioned model constraint requires every area to receive at least one center,
this would guarantee that every county has a center. However the
computational power to do so was not available for this project, since direct
county apportionment would need 3, 143 variables instead of 51.
In the following example, we examine a simple apportionment between
Arizona and Massachusetts using the modified model.
4.2.1 Example: Arizona and Massachusetts
Example 9. Consider the apportionment of n “ 355 centers between Arizona and
Massachusetts. Observe below that these two states have roughly the same
populations:
pAZ “ 6, 828, 065 pMA “ 6, 794, 422.
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Applying the basic Webster method, we compute the following optimal solution:
cAZ “ 178 cMA “ 177.
We use these results as a control, against which to compare the modified Webster
method results. First, we weight the population by percentage of that population
living below 200% of the federal poverty level:
VAZ “ 44% Ñ mp1AZ “ 9, 832, 413.6
VMA “ 27% Ñ mp1MA “ 8, 628, 915.94.
From this, we obtain the following optimal solution:
cAZ “ 189 cMA “ 166.
Since Arizona has more people in poverty than Massachusetts, it now receives 23 more
centers than Massachusetts compared to the previous 1 more in the control. Now we
weight the adjusted population again by state area:
AAZ “ 113, 594 mi2 Ñ mp2AZ “ 10, 949, 316.79
AMA “ 7, 800 mi2 Ñ mp2MA “ 8, 696, 221.484.
From this we obtain the final optimal solution:
cAZ “ 198 cMA “ 157.
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Since Arizona is a much larger state than Massachusetts, it now receives 41 more
centers. Thus we have shown how these poverty and area factors affect the final
apportionment.
4.2.2 Results
For state apportionment, we complete the entire country. The results for this
are shown in Table 4.1. Note that California and Texas receive the most centers
while DC, Delaware, and Rhode Island receive the fewest, as expected. As
previously discussed in Example 9, we can clearly see the effects of the
weighted population in the results for Arizona and Massachusetts.
Table 4.1: Optimal results for state apportionment
State Centers State Centers State Centers
Alabama 147 Kentucky 194 North Dakota 64
Alaska 46 Louisiana 141 Ohio 274
Arizona 139 Maine 37 Oklahoma 142
Arkansas 125 Maryland 110 Oregon 103
California 755 Massachusetts 111 Pennsylvania 264
Colorado 150 Michigan 241 Rhode Island 21
Connecticut 58 Minnesota 171 South Carolina 123
Delaware 17 Mississippi 132 South Dakota 79
DC 9 Missouri 211 Tennessee 202
Florida 394 Montana 74 Texas 785
Georgia 325 Nebraska 122 Utah 76
Hawaii 25 Nevada 69 Vermont 23
Idaho 71 New Hampshire 28 Virginia 255
Illinois 303 New Jersey 150 Washington 157
Indiana 197 New Mexico 71 West Virginia 85
Iowa 147 New York 375 Wisconsin 159
Kansas 152 North Carolina 267 Wyoming 32
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We look specifically at Delaware and Texas later in this project, so it is
helpful to compare the results for these states to the number of centers they
actually have. According to the Delaware Division of Public Health, Delaware
currently has 23 centers [17]. Then Guttmacher data shows that in 2010 Texas
had 409 centers [12]. We see in Table 4.1 that our model assigns Delaware and
Texas 17 and 785 centers, respectively.
To discuss another aspect of these results, we must first present some
additional terms related to apportionment: Standard Divisor, Standard
Quota, Lower Quota, and Upper Quota [18].
Definition 14. The Standard Divisor (SD) for an apportionment problem is equal
to the sum of all state populations divided by the total number of centers available.
This represents the average number of people per center.
Definition 15. The Standard Quota is the population of a state divided by the
Standard Divisor. This represents the number of centers a state is entitled to.
However, this is usually a fractional number, which is why the problem calls for
integer programming.
Definition 16. The Lower Quota is the floor of the Standard Quota. The Upper
Quota is the ceiling of the Standard Quota.
With these definitions, we are able to introduce one final concept: the
Quota Rule [18].
Definition 17. An apportionment algorithm is said to uphold the Quota Rule if it
assigns all states either their Lower or Upper Quotas. An apportionment algorithm is
said to violate the Quota Rule if it fails to do this.
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Upon examination of the state apportionment results, we find several
instances where the assignments violate the Quota Rule. These instances are
shown in Table 4.2. Most apportionment methods include the possibility of
violating the Quota Rule. This flaw is viewed as a better alternative to more
serious paradoxes, such as the ones associated with Hamilton’s method [18].
Table 4.2: Quota violations for state apportionment
State Lower Quota Centers State Upper Quota Centers
Georgia 326 325 California 753 755
Massachusetts 112 111 Florida 393 394
New York 377 375 Illinois 302 303
Texas 789 785 Ohio 273 274
Washington 153 157
For county apportionment, we complete Delaware and Texas. Table 4.3
shows the results for the 3 Delaware counties. Since Texas has 254 counties, its
results can be found in Appendix A.
Table 4.3: County apportionment for Delaware
County Centers
Kent 3
New Castle 9
Sussex 5
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Chapter 5
County Facilities Location Model
5.1 Modifications to the Basic Model
Once we have completed the county apportionment, we can finally use the
facilities location algorithm to place centers in a way that minimizes travel
distance. As we did in the previous chapter, we also slightly modify this
model. Recall the basic model structure:
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min z “
kÿ
i“1
kÿ
j“1
di jci j
s.t.
kÿ
i“1
cii “ n
kÿ
j“1
ci j “ 1 @i
c j j ě ci j @i‰ j
ci j is a Boolean integer @i, j.
Currently, this model only considers the distances between the census tract
areas of a county in order to optimally place its centers. Suppose two tracts A
and B are equidistant from each other and there is one center available. The
basic model tells us that placing the center in A or in B are both optimal
solutions. However, suppose that the population of A is twice the population
of B. Now if we place the center in A, all the people from B will have to travel
to A and the population of A will not have to move. In contrast, if we place the
center in B, all the people from A will have to travel to B and the population of
B will not have to move. In the second scenario, twice as many people are
traveling the long distance than in the first scenario. Therefore, we must
include population in the model to ensure that the most people are traveling
the shortest distances [21]. Similarly to apportionment, we choose to weight
the distances by tract populations. This way, a particular distance will seem
longer if more people are required to travel it. We could weight the distance
further by incorporating census tract poverty levels and area. However, this
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data is not readily accessible in a suitable format.
Implementing this concept, we construct the modified facilities location
model as follows:
min z “
kÿ
i“1
kÿ
j“1
pidi jci j
s.t.
kÿ
i“1
cii “ n
kÿ
j“1
ci j “ 1 @i
c j j ě ci j @i‰ j
ci j is a Boolean integer @i, j
where pi is the population of tract i.
5.2 Application
We apply this modified facilities location model at the county level with
census tracts as the designated areas. The previously performed county
apportionment assigns each county a certain number of centers. Then this
model decides which tracts in the counties are assigned one of the centers.
Note that the inclusion of population as a factor significantly reduces the
likelihood of multiple alternative solutions.
In the following example, we determine the optimal placement of centers
for Kent County, Delaware.
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5.2.1 Example: Kent County, DE
Example 10. Consider Kent County in the state of Delaware, shown in Figure 5.1.
Suppose there are n “ 4 family planning centers available to place in this county.
Although this is a different number than Kent County receives in actuality, we use it
to illustrate how the modified facilities location model works. We use census tracts for
the designated areas, outlined in red in Figure 5.2. There are 33 census tracts in Kent
County.
Figure 5.1: Kent County, DE
First, we optimally place these 4 centers using the basic model. We find the
following optimal solution of 4 latitude/longitude coordinates, plotted in Figure 5.3a:
39.2638507 , ´75.6184816
39.1529978 , ´75.5202819
38.9957512 , ´75.6283501
38.9716004 , ´75.4728342.
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Figure 5.2: Census tracts in Kent County, DE
Now we factor in tract population. In doing so, we obtain the following optimal
coordinates, plotted in Figure 5.3b:
39.2638507 , ´75.6184816
39.1745170 , ´75.5639517
39.1088770 , ´75.5196700
38.9204956 , ´75.5779220.
Note that the points in Figure 5.3b are concentrated along the central highway.
This is because the county population is also concentrated along that highway. We see
that although the basic model produces a solution where the centers are more equally
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Figure 5.3: Optimal solution plots for Kent County, DE: a) Basic model
b) Modified model
spaced throughout the county, the modified model ensures that the centers are placed
in a way that inconveniences the fewest number of people.
5.2.2 Results
For county facilities location, we complete Delaware and Texas. Since
Delaware only has 3 counties, we display the optimal latitude and longitude
coordinates in Table 5.1 and plot them in Figure 5.4. We observe that
compared to the actual locations of Delaware’s 23 centers, the optimal
placement is more evenly spaced, particularly in the far North and South,
despite using only 17 centers. As in Chapter 4, since Texas is such a large state,
its results can be found in Appendix A.
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Table 5.1: Facilities location for Delaware
Kent New Castle Sussex
39.26385, -75.61848 39.75448,-75.53999 38.85716, -75.39487
39.12493, -75.52589 39.80542,-75.49056 38.67269, -75.60606
38.92050, -75.57792 39.73530,-75.60282 38.60146, -75.37549
39.75878,-75.69251 38.72977, -75.16718
39.67263,-75.74395 38.57089, -75.15088
39.57369,-75.72484
39.65331,-75.66149
39.68550,-75.57223
39.45387,-75.68268
Figure 5.4: a) Optimal solution for DE facilities location b) Actual DE center
locations
Currently, some Texas counties have too many census tracts for the
computer to manage. Therefore, we divide the following counties into regions,
apportion the county’s centers to those regions, then perform the facilities
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location algorithm on each region individually: Bexar, Collin, Dallas, Denton,
El Paso, Harris, Tarrant, and Travis. We choose to plot the results for Collin
County beside its population density map in Figure 5.5 [30].
Figure 5.5: a) Optimal solution for TX facilities location in Collin County
b) Population density map of Collin County
This county is near the city of Dallas, which explains its larger number of
census tracts. We can clearly observe the effect of population on the placement
of centers. Since more people live closer to Dallas, the model places more
centers in the area of the county closest to Dallas.
Chapter 6
Set-Covering Abortion Model
6.1 Background
As mentioned in the introduction, a large assumption we make in the
placement of publicly funded family planning centers is that every center is
exactly the same. In an effort to combat this assumption, we consider one of
the major distinguishing factors between centers: whether they provide
abortion services or not. This is an important distinguishing factor due to the
consistent decline of abortion-providing centers since Planned Parenthood v.
Casey in 1992 [25]. In fact, between 1991 and 2014, the number of clinics
providing surgical abortions declined from 2,176 to 551, roughly a 75% loss
[29]. These 551 clinics that provide surgical abortions, in addition to the 188
clinics that provide medication-only abortions, sum to a total of 739
abortion-providing clinics for the U.S. at the end of 2014 [29]. Thus, because of
the limited number of abortion clinics, optimal placement is more crucial in
this case to ensure reasonable access to reproductive health care.
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However, such a limited number of abortion clinics poses a problem in the
application of the previously used combination of apportionment and facilities
location models. With the general family planning centers there were enough
available for every county to receive at least one center. This is impossible to
do with 739 clinics. Using the same state apportionment model results in
multiple states receiving only one clinic. While this is technically “fair,” and
the present situation for Mississippi, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota,
and Wyoming, it is also difficult to label a possible travel distance of 200-300
miles as “reasonable.” This type of travel distance, especially in combination
with mandatory waiting periods, is one of many factors that increases the cost
of receiving abortion services, thereby decreasing access, particularly for
lower-income individuals. Since the goal of this project is to increase access to
family planning services, we choose to approach this extension of the original
problem with a set-covering model introduced in Section 2.8.
6.2 Modifications to the Basic Model
For this model, we make modifications concerning population. Recall the
basic structure for a set-covering model:
min z “
kÿ
i“1
ci
s.t.
kÿ
j“1
c jwi j ě 1 @i
ci is a Boolean integer @i.
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Similarly to the facilities location model, we choose to weight the distances
between census tracts based on population. Again, this makes a certain
distance seem longer if more people must travel it. The outward appearance
of the model structure above does not change because the modification occurs
in the preliminary calculation of the distance matrix. Every distance entry,
pi, jq, is multiplied by p1` ppi ¨ 10´4qq, where pi is the population of tract i. We
choose 10´4 because most of the tract populations are 4´figure numbers.
An additional possible modification relates to whether or not a state has a
mandatory waiting period for an abortion. If it does, then abortion patients
would likely have to make two trips to the clinic, effectively doubling their
travel distance. Therefore, if a state had a waiting period, we could choose to
either double all entries in the distance matrix or halve the maximum travel
distance. However, for the scope of this project we only factor in population.
6.3 Application
While apportionment and facilities location provided a top-down optimal
solution to the problem of placement, set-covering provides a bottom-up
optimal solution. This way, we no longer rely on a set number of 739 abortion
clinics. Instead, the set-covering model calculates the minimum number of
clinics necessary for a state or state region to keep all travel distance under a
designated maximum. In this problem specifically, we formulate the
maximum travel distance based on State Adequacy Standards from the
Affordable Care Act. The distance is different for each state that has standards
enacted. The purpose of these adequacy standards is to ensure “reasonable
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access to quality care” [10]. So some states cap the allowed travel distance
between a person and their primary and/or specialized care provider.
For this project we choose to complete set-covering for the states of
Delaware and Texas. Delaware is a very small state with only 3 counties and
218 census tracts. For this reason, it is a straightforward and easily
manageable problem to create a set-covering model for Delaware. Texas in
contrast is huge, with 254 counties and 5265 census tracts. Modeling this state
is a sizable challenge. However, we also choose Texas because it is reported to
have a higher percentage of abortion patients who attempt to end pregnancies
on their own before reaching the clinic (7% versus 2% nationally) [33]. This is
likely in part due to the HB2 abortion restrictions, effective since 2013, which
include a mandatory waiting period of 24 hours, parental notice and consent
for minors, and a mandatory ultrasound [33, 14, 15]. This is also attributed to
the availability of misoprostol, an abortion-inducing drug, across the Mexico
border [33]. In total, an estimated 100,000-240,000 women in Texas age 18-49
have attempted to end pregnancies on their own at some point in their lives
[33].
6.3.1 The Haversine Formula
In modeling a state as large as Texas we encounter trouble if we continue to
use the straight-line distance formula to compute the distances between
census tracts. This is because latitude and longitude coordinates represent
locations on a three-dimensional near-sphere, not a plane. We cannot obtain a
consistent conversion between latitude/longitude coordinates and miles since
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the lines of longitude converge at the poles. Examining Texas specifically, we
know that at its southern most degree of latitude, 26˝, one degree of longitude
equals 62.212 miles. Then at its northern most degree of latitude, 37˝, one
degree of longitude equals 55.311 miles [20]. So we must use spherical
coordinates and the haversine formula to compute the distances [24].
Definition 18. The haversine formula consists of the following three equations:
A “ sin2
ˆ
∆θ
2
˙
` cospθ1q ¨ cospθ2q ¨ sin2
ˆ
∆φ
2
˙
C “ 2 ¨ arctan 2
´?
A,
a
1´ A
¯
D “ R ¨ C
where θ and φ are the latitude and longitude coordinates in radians, respectively, and
R is the radius of the earth. Here, R “ 3959 miles. Equation A calculates the square of
half the chord length between the two points. This chord length is the distance
obtained by ignoring the curvature of the earth and tunneling through the ground.
Equation C calculates the angular distance between the two points. Then equation D
calculates the final arc length. Lastly, it is important to note that this formula assumes
a spherical earth, ignoring its slight ellipsoidal nature.
6.3.2 Results
First, we apply the basic model. Delaware has in its adequacy standards a
maximum travel distance of 20 miles [5]. From this, we arrive at the optimal
solution of 3 clinics. The latitude and longitude coordinates are shown in
Table 6.1 and we plot these coordinates in Figure 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Optimal clinic locations for DE - Basic model
Latitude,Longitude
39.04590,-75.49613
39.57523,-75.61866
38.60146,-75.37549
Figure 6.1: Optimal set-covering for DE - Basic model
Due to the size of Texas, we had to divide its census tracts into 15 regions.
This way the computer does not run out of memory trying to create the
distance and WITHIN matrices. Texas has a specific maximum travel distance
adequacy standard of 75 miles for specialty care, the category under which we
assume abortion services fall [5]. Here the optimal solution is 39 clinics. We
show the latitude and longitude coordinates in Table 6.2 and plot these
coordinates in Figure 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Optimal clinic locations for TX - Basic model
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3
29.22257,-99.77560 29.62629,-104.1295 31.82838,-106.5496
28.95521,-99.24856 29.98588,-100.3074 31.03335,-103.6477
27.33491,-98.67071 29.61124,-98.58301 30.89147,-102.8982
29.62262,-96.70274 31.82736,-102.4519
31.44398,-100.4993
30.82233,-98.71049
Region 4 Region 5 Region 6
31.91266,-106.0571 33.69615,-101.9940 28.76940,-97.84185
32.40639,-101.4905 35.41379,-101.9114 26.92419,-97.66947
32.62509,-100.8079 35.46522,-100.2471
32.25432,-98.34859 33.29323,-99.85847
33.29889,-98.15697
Region 7 Region 8 Region 9
29.90189,-95.56037 31.00029,-97.79540 32.80235,-97.28184
Region 10 Region 11 Region 12
32.94657,-97.26851 26.93899,-97.32345 29.87443,-94.17205
28.68403,-96.91851
29.19806,-95.51070
Region 13 Region 14 Region 15
30.86779,-96.49436 32.41271,-95.66825 33.35381,-95.67447
30.99980,-94.81315 32.30877,-95.28839 33.16859,-95.21515
30.59125,-94.68558
Note that this basic model simply provides a minimum number of clinics
in order to satisfy established adequacy standards. The state of Delaware
currently has 4 abortion providers, which slightly exceeds this minimum.
Texas currently has 10 abortion providers, which is 29 below the minimum
from the model [32]. Although it is probable that the act of dividing Texas into
regions raised the minimum number of clinics, it is highly unlikely that this
produced as many as 29 extraneous clinics.
We now apply the model modified with respect to population. The
optimal solution for Delaware is now 6 clinics, an increase of 3 from the basic
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Figure 6.2: Optimal set-covering for TX - Basic model
optimal solution. The coordinates are shown in Table 6.3 and plotted in Figure
6.3 along with the basic optimal solution.
Table 6.3: Optimal clinic locations for DE - Modified model
Latitude,Longitude
39.13755,-75.60318
39.65771,-75.58069
39.51854,-75.68801
38.78286,-75.54005
38.63486,-75.25343
38.56658,-75.47498
We observe that since the population of Delaware is heavily concentrated
around the city of Wilmington, the model added another clinic closer to the
north. Then in the south, the population is more dispersed over a larger area
of land, which accounts for the additional clinics there.
For Texas, the optimal solution increases from 39 clinics in the basic model
to 65 in the model modified by population. We show the clinic coordinates in
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Figure 6.3: Optimal set-covering for DE: a) Basic model b) Modified model
Table 6.4 and plot these coordinates in Figure 6.4. We find that the clinics in
Texas are again concentrated around areas of high population, such as Dallas,
Houston, and San Antonio, as expected.
Lastly, we compare the model results with the real clinic locations. As
shown in Figure 6.5, there is a lack of clinics in southern Delaware. However,
this is not as large a disparity as with Texas in Figure 6.6, since Delaware is
such a small state. There is a huge difference between 10 clinics and 65,
especially considering that the current clinics in Texas exist only around the
largest cities [32].
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Figure 6.4: Optimal set-covering for TX: a) Basic model b) Modified model
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Table 6.4: Optimal clinic locations for TX - Modified model
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3
28.70082,-100.4946 29.62629,-104.1295 31.43435,-106.0481
29.34709,-100.4177 29.90886,-101.1726 30.37286,-103.6605
27.49459,-99.39827 29.58025,-98.94975 31.03335,-103.6477
26.59956,-98.99228 29.75284,-97.53245 30.67819,-102.7987
29.31779,-98.89619 29.82034,-95.81913 31.79246,-102.1670
27.90729,-98.63782 30.89623,-100.5272
31.64978,-99.46632
30.32322,-99.16424
31.23152,-98.26272
30.26731,-98.13978
Region 4 Region 5 Region 6
31.91266,-106.0571 35.84024,-102.6100 29.03231,-98.09888
32.17655,-102.4688 32.86064,-102.4562 26.30065,-97.99333
32.24761,-101.4716 34.23583,-102.4089 26.29117,-97.81052
32.29576,-99.53477 35.08946,-102.0202 27.86324,-97.79798
31.87891,-98.04350 33.45466,-101.8307
32.62467,-97.86611 35.83622,-100.8076
32.85422,-100.3932
34.41119,-100.2079
33.64760,-98.78088
33.09673,-97.46992
Region 7 Region 8 Region 9
29.90189,-95.56037 31.12580,-97.29935 32.72289,-97.28013
31.12580,-97.29935
Region 10 Region 11 Region 12
33.20149,-97.10052 26.19024,-97.14732 29.76172,-94.83985
27.93053,-96.93811 29.97939,-94.61185
29.38536,-96.75609
29.09830,-96.72495
29.48872,-95.50113
Region 13 Region 14 Region 15
31.30055,-97.12052 32.55911,-96.15957 33.07875,-96.24681
30.55201,-96.28158 32.20085,-95.87566 33.34962,-96.05794
31.49557,-95.43147 32.31646,-94.81510 33.20804,-94.73395
30.21236,-95.22602
31.79041,-94.17523
30.42193,-94.00149
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Figure 6.5: a) Optimal set-covering for DE using modified model
b) Actual DE clinic locations
Figure 6.6: a) Optimal set-covering for TX using modified model
b) Actual TX clinic locations
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
In this project we have examined integer programming methods to optimize
the placement of publicly funded family planning centers in the U.S.,
specifically in the states of Delaware and Texas. A nonlinear apportionment
model was used to distribute comprehensive family planning centers to all 50
states plus DC and the counties of Delaware and Texas. Next a facilities
location model optimally placed the centers of Delaware and Texas in order to
minimize travel distance. We then considered the specific placement of a
minimum number of abortion clinics with a set-covering model, also in
Delaware and Texas.
The purpose of these models was not necessarily to provide a meticulous
blueprint for the exact placement of family planning centers or abortion
clinics. Rather, the aim was to create a quantifiably fair expectation for the
availability of reproductive health care in reality.
However, there is certainly more work that could be done to improve the
overall fairness of these models. For apportionment, there are several
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additional factors that could be taken into account, assuming the availability
of data. First, the presence of public transportation and/or the percent of a
state or county that is urban or rural could greatly affect an individual’s ability
to travel certain distances. Then the cost of living in any particular state could
affect the financial capabilities of those living there, as a separate consideration
from population living below the federal poverty level. Another area that
should be examined is population age and sex. A region with a higher
percentage of females is likely to require more family planning services than a
primarily male-dominated region. Also, a population that mostly falls within
the reproductive age range (13-44) would definitely require more family
planning services than an elderly population. As mentioned in Section 3.1,
people under the age of 20 are also highly in need of publicly funded family
planning services. So the inclusion of any of these considerations should
create a more realistic apportionment model. If data is available at the census
tract level for these factors, they could improve the facilities location and
set-covering models as well.
We decided to implement the set-covering model for abortion clinics as an
initial step to distinguishing between the many different types of family
planning centers. However, abortion is only one distinguishing characteristic.
A more advanced model would include more characteristics such as size and
availability of other services. In fact, a study concerning the optimal
placement of rural schools in Chile completed a similar task by distinguishing
between single-grade and multi-grade schools [16]. This study also
incorporated the cost of closing existing schools and opening new ones [16].
Opening and closing costs would be a highly practical factor to consider in the
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placement of family planning centers.
Much of the challenge concerning the set-covering model originated with
a lack of recent data available on abortion clinics, due to the constantly
changing environment of reproductive health care. Restrictive laws, such as
the mandatory waiting periods in Texas and other states, should certainly be
involved in creating a model to provide fair access to everyone.
It was partly due to restrictive state laws that we chose perform optimal
placement on a state-by-state basis. In some states, crossing state borders to
receive these services is not allowed, especially concerning abortion and
minors. However, for the vast majority of family planning services, state
borders are not an issue. We could, in theory, perform apportionment,
facilities location, or set-covering for the entire country at once, resulting in a
less greedy model structure. Unfortunately for this project, the computing
power was not available to do so. Therefore, the availability of more
computing power, particularly with regard to memory, would certainly
improve the optimal placement models.
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Appendix A
Texas County Apportionment and
Facilities Location Results
Table A.1: County apportionment and facilities location for Texas
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Anderson County 2 31.8000,-95.91239
31.7516,-95.6341
Andrews County 1 32.32838,-102.5538
Angelina County 2 31.33654,-94.72583
31.18914,-94.51362
Aransas County 1 28.04207,-97.07038
Archer County 1 33.52465,-98.58533
Armstrong County 1 34.96418,-101.3566
Atascosa County 1 29.03719,-98.58546
Austin County 1 29.79256,-96.25211
Bailey County 1 34.06752,-102.83035
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Bandera County 1 29.7834,-99.05159
Bastrop County 2 30.28374,-97.34038
30.08248,-97.41461
Baylor County 1 33.6181716,-99.197228
Bee County 1 28.39155,-97.74167
Bell County 8 31.13395,-97.23092
31.08540,-97.37342
31.09710,-97.49164
31.11145,-97.68747
31.06414,-97.69069
31.10026,-97.77689
30.90448,-97.29714
30.95800,-97.48719
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Bexar County Region 1 15 29.20672,-98.63130
29.20788,-98.44765
29.31823,-98.76310
29.32119,-98.38126
29.34119,-98.49379
29.34283,-98.60672
29.36270,-98.44534
29.37176,-98.52548
29.39253,-98.39761
29.40554,-98.63529
29.40804,-98.45440
29.41137,-98.55370
29.41370,-98.69092
29.42166,-98.52089
29.42654,-98.28244
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Bexar County Region 2 15 29.44325,-98.69891
29.45195,-98.55005
29.45501,-98.65101
29.45938,-98.79360
29.45967,-98.50359
29.46060,-98.59468
29.46330,-98.37080
29.48299,-98.46740
29.48345,-98.41374
29.49105,-98.31619
29.49904,-98.53030
29.50264,-98.67266
29.50588,-98.59369
29.50641,-98.35830
29.50877,-98.71269
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Bexar County Region 3 15 29.53136,-98.42105
29.53689,-98.34973
29.54232,-98.56383
29.54276,-98.67400
29.54821,-98.30322
29.55039,-98.62271
29.55514,-98.50823
29.57558,-98.45293
29.57855,-98.38184
29.59184,-98.53680
29.59714,-98.66920
29.62308,-98.48022
29.65477,-98.39507
29.67994,-98.48727
29.70389,-98.66803
Blanco County 1 30.10324,-98.39908
Borden County 1 32.74406,-101.4330
Bosque County 1 31.92141,-97.56932
Bowie County 2 33.43722,-94.08686
33.44945,-94.48055
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Brazoria County 8 29.54389,-95.26063
29.52904,-95.40914
29.55006,-95.35766
29.40909,-95.25991
29.34710,-95.49624
29.25405,-95.40156
29.10269,-95.64295
29.02761,-95.42677
Brazos County 5 30.75070,-96.34514
30.73410,-96.22982
30.66761,-96.38877
30.56604,-96.28960
30.61656,-96.33637
Brewster County 1 30.37286,-103.6605
Briscoe County 1 34.52517,-101.2059
Brooks County 1 27.22355,-98.14201
Brown County 1 31.70598,-98.98920
Burleson County 1 30.53301,-96.70092
Burnet County 1 30.71452,-98.24978
Caldwell County 1 29.87128,-97.69735
Calhoun County 1 28.60800,-96.61853
Callahan County 1 32.40260,-99.48655
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Cameron County 12 26.27139,-97.44145
26.20340,-97.71421
26.15004,-97.65398
26.16663,-97.82736
26.14319,-97.48835
26.15812,-97.31803
25.95967,-97.52714
26.04279,-97.62260
25.97142,-97.47817
25.97862,-97.25809
25.91768,-97.50080
25.91007,-97.44901
Camp County 1 32.99494,-94.91354
Carson County 1 35.40581,-101.4607
Cass County 1 33.11626,-94.17064
Castro County 1 34.53740,-102.3113
Chambers County 1 29.76172,-94.83985
Cherokee County 1 31.95687,-95.23351
Childress County 1 34.41119,-100.2079
Clay County 1 33.82754,-98.18399
Cochran County 1 33.60844,-102.8305
Coke County 1 31.91776,-100.3602
Coleman County 1 31.82849,-99.39311
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Collin County Region 1 9 32.99280,-96.54464
32.99789,-96.64412
33.00815,-96.82066
33.01161,-96.74956
33.03190,-96.58668
33.04081,-96.66704
33.04569,-96.37859
33.06103,-96.72509
33.06390,-96.78116
Collin County Region 2 9 33.09422,-96.76057
33.11463,-96.66135
33.11596,-96.51027
33.14151,-96.37406
33.14285,-96.79642
33.18502,-96.70562
33.18827,-96.62558
33.32403,-96.75444
33.34187,-96.54561
Collingsworth County 1 34.96336,-100.2721
Colorado County 1 29.66870,-96.54857
Comal County 3 29.69828,-98.12352
29.84678,-98.21943
29.83410,-98.38805
Comanche County 1 31.90568,-98.58475
Concho County 1 31.31887,-99.86365
Cooke County 1 33.65288,-97.14406
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Coryell County 2 31.47689,-97.72188
31.12823,-97.89136
Cottle County 1 34.90191,-100.2764
Crane County 1 31.42280,-102.4878
Crockett County 1 30.71753,-101.4042
Crosby County 1 33.60143,-101.3499
Culberson County 1 31.44591,-104.52700
Dallam County 1 36.06969,-102.5036
Dallas County Region 1 11 32.57534,-96.93341
32.58231,-96.83841
32.58560,-96.88635
32.60607,-96.78721
32.62568,-96.94749
32.64700,-96.70037
32.65436,-96.89995
32.66536,-97.00820
32.66822,-96.83103
32.68579,-96.58010
32.68644,-96.77912
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Dallas County Region 2 10 32.70410,-96.99578
32.71887,-96.79271
32.72231,-96.61223
32.72400,-96.83305
32.72737,-96.64754
32.72839,-96.53608
32.72868,-96.69306
32.73005,-96.88833
32.73412,-96.86025
32.73688,-97.00951
Dallas County Region 3 8 32.77062,-96.69145
32.77251,-96.83932
32.77625,-96.58249
32.78694,-96.64736
32.78746,-96.89799
32.79166,-96.96999
32.79391,-96.80097
32.79391,-96.75734
Dallas County Region 4 8 32.81144,-96.86196
32.82118,-96.77655
32.82283,-96.71095
32.82634,-96.93909
32.82651,-96.82255
32.82915,-96.60672
32.82975,-96.66678
32.83164,-96.76624
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Dallas County Region 5 8 32.85284,-96.95596
32.85801,-96.79936
32.86125,-96.99415
32.86189,-96.86526
32.86213,-96.58539
32.86715,-96.75650
32.86967,-96.69391
32.87164,-96.64045
Dallas County Region 6 8 32.90185,-96.62571
32.90216,-96.87652
32.90239,-96.82853
32.90271,-96.77894
32.90636,-96.72263
32.91286,-96.67428
32.91671,-96.88654
32.92192,-96.96767
Dallas County Region 7 10 32.93799,-96.54317
32.94491,-96.84855
32.94631,-96.62970
32.94962,-96.81108
32.95001,-96.69069
32.95398,-96.76231
32.96019,-96.89173
32.96079,-96.96697
32.96891,-96.55998
32.96949,-96.73215
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
County Number of Centers Coordinates
Dawson County 1 32.72764,-101.9602
Deaf Smith County 1 34.82581,-102.4026
Delta County 1 33.38593,-95.67335
Denton County Region 1 7 33.00645,-96.86388
33.01181,-96.99029
33.02145,-96.90794
33.02814,-97.09838
33.03148,-97.20880
33.03333,-97.03408
33.04393,-97.33319
Denton County Region 2 9 33.09074,-96.88119
33.09659,-97.12195
33.11131,-97.01972
33.14587,-97.32297
33.16581,-97.09943
33.17291,-96.88999
33.22752,-97.12073
33.29258,-97.29578
33.34244,-96.99763
DeWitt County 1 29.16984,-97.40600
Dickens County 1 33.61467,-100.7861
Dimmit County 1 28.48341,-99.97144
Donley County 1 34.93503,-100.8933
Duval County 1 27.88736,-98.34608
Eastland County 1 32.41737,-98.80615
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Ector County 5 31.89188,-102.3790
31.83745,-102.4002
31.86898,-102.3363
31.86293,-102.5085
31.96019,-102.3197
Edwards County 1 29.98588,-100.3074
Ellis County 4 32.52431,-96.81517
32.40434,-96.82800
32.43687,-96.96990
32.34070,-96.65419
El Paso County Region 1 11 31.48008,-106.1042
31.58867,-106.2626
31.64253,-106.0722
31.66079,-106.2851
31.68875,-106.2017
31.70244,-106.3358
31.74766,-106.3581
31.76038,-106.2972
31.76274,-106.4173
31.76710,-106.2036
31.77045,-106.4841
Continued on next page
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El Paso County Region 2 11 31.78125,-106.3681
31.79723,-106.2936
31.80049,-106.4506
31.80325,-106.2445
31.82786,-106.5015
31.84753,-106.5491
31.85736,-106.4296
31.88723,-106.5891
31.90257,-106.4157
31.94245,-106.5956
31.97047,-106.4173
Erath County 1 32.20925,-98.23588
Falls County 1 31.28662,-96.89243
Fannin County 1 33.58255,-96.20819
Fayette County 1 29.91552,-96.88529
Fisher County 1 32.85422,-100.3932
Floyd County 1 33.94176,-101.2986
Foard County 1 33.98040,-99.77743
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Fort Bend County 16 29.59297,-95.47595
29.52400,-95.46945
29.59370,-95.54867
29.64300,-95.62966
29.66230,-95.66437
29.67000,-95.70809
29.71571,-95.76140
29.74327,-95.81417
29.64609,-95.79453
29.58746,-95.71252
29.57912,-95.59960
29.48872,-95.50113
29.56656,-95.77178
29.52171,-95.87590
29.46835,-95.67527
29.36547,-95.85428
Franklin County 1 33.21381,-95.21972
Freestone County 1 31.72402,-96.17206
Frio County 1 28.95521,-99.24856
Gaines County 1 32.71872,-102.6518
Continued on next page
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Galveston County 7 29.50274,-95.20711
29.47994,-95.15257
29.51506,-95.05035
29.39012,-94.92406
29.38673,-94.98938
29.35346,-95.12519
29.29077,-94.80958
Garza County 1 33.18379,-101.3011
Gillespie County 1 30.40035,-98.94651
Glasscock County 1 31.86891,-101.5290
Goliad County 1 28.77236,-97.31892
Gonzales County 1 29.51118,-97.44036
Gray County 1 35.54495,-100.9564
Grayson County 3 33.74476,-96.58294
33.62483,-96.58696
33.50596,-96.78344
Gregg County 4 32.51960,-94.74598
32.53068,-94.79713
32.46233,-94.71512
32.43068,-94.90422
Grimes County 1 30.41174,-95.93386
Guadalupe County 3 29.58782,-97.95384
29.66070,-98.11657
29.57475,-98.25167
Hale County 1 34.18589,-101.7282
Hall County 1 34.52084,-100.6927
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Hamilton County 1 31.70698,-98.11179
Hansford County 1 36.17485,-101.2460
Hardeman County 1 34.28990,-99.74570
Hardin County 1 30.29563,-94.21211
Harris County Region 1 11 29.53771,-95.17737
29.56277,-95.13461
29.57797,-95.03808
29.58288,-95.22486
29.60972,-95.43244
29.61477,-95.26064
29.61487,-95.12532
29.62828,-95.34813
29.63374,-95.52097
29.63692,-95.20042
29.63720,-95.47187
Harris County Region 2 9 29.65813,-95.10735
29.65948,-95.49682
29.66267,-95.34669
29.66486,-95.58901
29.66494,-95.53327
29.66594,-95.22701
29.66701,-95.28235
29.66744,-95.44402
29.67324,-95.17910
Continued on next page
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Harris County Region 3 10 29.68357,-95.54981
29.68691,-95.18292
29.68695,-95.48773
29.68769,-95.23769
29.68789,-95.42883
29.69042,-95.29047
29.69165,-95.35757
29.69329,-95.10253
29.69497,-95.63141
29.69706,-95.59334
Harris County Region 4 9 29.70562,-95.18181
29.70972,-95.29435
29.71404,-95.36247
29.71459,-95.48686
29.71567,-95.54855
29.71575,-95.42418
29.72128,-95.65224
29.72182,-95.00679
29.72223,-95.60109
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Harris County Region 5 8 29.73256,-95.54844
29.73464,-95.49544
29.73549,-95.44223
29.73573,-95.30097
29.74178,-95.38985
29.74200,-95.61215
29.74672,-94.95422
29.75022,-95.73843
Harris County Region 6 9 29.75991,-95.56796
29.76335,-95.23920
29.76482,-95.48428
29.76547,-94.97396
29.76581,-95.40322
29.76700,-95.35130
29.76735,-95.74153
29.76988,-95.61597
29.77976,-95.16428
Continued on next page
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Harris County Region 7 10 29.79235,-94.97259
29.79439,-95.43240
29.79473,-95.73808
29.79579,-95.38312
29.79818,-95.32037
29.80006,-95.13409
29.80045,-95.53789
29.80113,-95.19340
29.80689,-95.49293
29.81612,-95.70901
Harris County Region 8 11 29.82705,-95.51763
29.82883,-94.96117
29.83293,-95.14904
29.83473,-95.31272
29.83622,-95.38147
29.83806,-95.45348
29.83875,-95.79845
29.85110,-95.70787
29.85331,-95.74785
29.85791,-95.65663
29.85801,-95.58580
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Harris County Region 9 12 29.85906,-95.20043
29.87905,-95.27455
29.88003,-95.33518
29.88029,-95.37856
29.88715,-95.70013
29.88766,-95.51565
29.88878,-95.66034
29.89154,-95.48890
29.89312,-95.44230
29.89436,-95.62988
29.90828,-95.09726
29.91230,-95.57715
Harris County Region 10 13 29.92562,-95.67477
29.93035,-95.50113
29.93575,-95.39771
29.93655,-95.77196
29.94417,-95.25869
29.94963,-95.57441
29.95239,-95.63848
29.95583,-95.11277
29.95726,-95.45855
29.96024,-95.31952
29.97062,-95.17773
29.97360,-95.50317
29.97932,-95.40742
Continued on next page
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Harris County Region 11 15 29.99259,-95.68305
30.00016,-95.59677
30.01018,-95.74036
30.01264,-95.22274
30.01730,-95.28622
30.02554,-95.08049
30.02590,-95.43471
30.03407,-95.52272
30.03640,-95.64767
30.05226,-95.36502
30.05905,-95.46249
30.06247,-95.17149
30.06944,-95.57239
30.07751,-95.85163
30.14351,-95.52498
Harrison County 1 32.52918,-94.31791
Hartley County 1 35.84024,-102.6101
Haskell County 1 33.12037,-99.63177
Hays County 4 29.89024,-97.94581
30.02257,-98.06495
30.17790,-97.97248
30.00520,-97.86115
Hemphill County 1 35.81624,-100.2848
Henderson County 2 32.22072,-95.77563
32.27776,-96.10533
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Hidalgo County 2 32.22072,-95.77563
32.27776,-96.10533
Hill County 1 32.00739,-97.13082
Hockley County 1 33.56576,-102.3730
Hood County 1 32.42973,-97.76140
Hopkins County 1 33.12168,95.60559
Houston County 1 31.30750,-95.45663
Howard County 1 32.24761,-101.4716
Hudspeth County 1 31.45087,-105.3776
Hunt County 2 33.13308,-96.08587
32.94285,-96.09570
Hutchinson County 1 35.68645,-101.4014
Irion County 1 31.30342,-100.9813
Jack County 1 33.21302,-98.16365
Jackson County 1 28.86391,-96.63890
Jasper County 1 30.88136,-94.03383
Jeff Davis County 1 30.61709,-104.1879
Jefferson County 7 30.10095,-94.17214
30.09059,-94.12510
30.03889,-94.07394
29.92117,-93.92445
29.95872,-93.99405
29.98151,-94.14909
30.04164,-94.29721
Jim Hogg County 1 27.04121,-98.70013
Jim Wells County 1 27.73843,-98.07135
Continued on next page
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Johnson County 4 32.52504,-97.32651
32.46078,-97.45581
32.42094,-97.19610
32.34374,-97.40324
Jones County 1 32.70001,-99.88175
Karnes County 1 28.76940,-97.84185
Kaufman County 2 32.70997,-96.45951
32.60099,-96.29844
Kendall County 1 29.78956,-98.72611
Kenedy County 1 26.92419,-97.66947
Kent County 1 33.18478,-100.7697
Kerr County 1 30.03338,-99.12368
Kimble County 1 30.47947,-99.74640
King County 1 33.61416,-100.2506
Kinney County 1 29.34709,-100.4177
Kleberg County 1 27.48935,-97.84376
Knox County 1 33.48416,-99.59958
Lamar County 1 33.66975,-95.52187
Lamb County 1 33.98254,-102.2377
Lampasas County 1 31.06933,-98.16017
La Salle County 1 28.35110,-99.09677
Lavaca County 1 29.46486,-96.99774
Lee County 1 30.18225,-96.92843
Leon County 1 31.46685,-95.91699
Liberty County 2 30.25667,-94.92826
29.99940,-94.76342
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Limestone County 1 31.66428,-96.49287
Lipscomb County 1 36.36834,-100.4103
Live Oak County 1 28.33504,-98.11153
Llano County 1 30.66593,-98.45350
Loving County 1 31.84494,-103.5612
Lubbock County 7 33.58397,-101.9312
33.58841,-101.8663
33.54101,-101.9127
33.52455,-101.8573
33.70131,-101.8106
33.51471,-101.9682
33.43567,-101.6470
Lynn County 1 33.16205,-101.7827
McCulloch County 1 31.12243,-99.34160
McLennan County 6 31.54299,-97.12681
31.54610,-97.18154
31.63933,-97.07665
31.48266,-97.22622
31.43267,-97.39235
31.62712,-97.21589
McMullen County 1 28.38492,-98.57885
Madison County 1 30.95163,-95.90367
Marion County 1 32.79471,-94.46429
Martin County 1 32.20527,-101.8057
Mason County 1 30.74744,-99.23522
Matagorda County 1 28.95571,-95.96140
Continued on next page
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Maverick County 2 28.46900,-100.2508
28.71323,-100.4919
Medina County 1 29.31779,-98.89619
Menard County 1 30.88371,-99.85494
Midland County 3 32.01469,-102.1143
31.79246,-102.1670
31.87317,-101.9044
Milam County 1 30.83693,-97.03048
Mills County 1 31.38285,-98.59678
Mitchell County 1 32.41527,-100.8515
Montague County 1 33.58468,-97.77332
Montgomery County 12 30.18825,-95.77565
30.17715,-95.63396
30.21287,-95.51559
30.14923,-95.45938
30.14117,-95.39419
30.10591,-95.28807
30.21999,-95.15291
30.30066,-95.31003
30.30811,-95.44199
30.45612,-95.41420
30.40288,-95.53933
30.36852,-95.60251
Moore County 1 35.85367,-101.9692
Morris County 1 33.03049,-94.72588
Motley County 1 34.05838,-100.7937
Continued on next page
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Nacogdoches County 1 31.51795,-94.58316
31.62433,-94.64972
Navarro County 2 32.10234,-96.47996
Newton County 1 30.81433,-93.71359
Nolan County 1 32.46300,-100.3932
Nueces County 9 27.78195,-97.42794
27.72989,-97.40280
27.66218,-97.29372
27.69376,-97.35342
27.82955,-97.58291
27.67953,-97.39698
27.81048,-97.66384
27.58349,-97.80670
27.75425,-97.17339
Ochiltree County 1 36.38490,-100.8192
Oldham County 1 35.40192,-102.5976
Orange County 2 30.11057,-93.77368
30.10707,-93.95423
Palo Pinto County 1 32.79806,-98.12137
Panola County 1 32.14616,-94.33903
Parker County 3 32.75448,-97.82498
32.91358,-97.63747
32.72077,-97.67661
Parmer County 1 34.44656,-102.8117
Pecos County 1 30.89046,-102.8772
Polk County 1 30.72481,-95.01189
Continued on next page
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Potter County 3 35.20669,-101.8759
35.21616,-101.8125
35.24297,-101.6584
Presidio County 1 29.62629,-104.1295
Rains County 1 32.85671,-95.72436
Randall County 3 35.15421,-101.8931
34.98163,-101.9057
35.15545,-101.7847
Reagan County 1 31.37290,-101.5139
Real County 1 29.82303,-99.80530
Red River County 1 33.62129,-95.05829
Reeves County 1 31.40500,-103.5038
Refugio County 1 28.43961,-97.22378
Roberts County 1 35.83622,-100.8076
Robertson County 1 30.90376,-96.61418
Rockwall County 2 32.91810,-96.45542
32.87319,-96.35392
Runnels County 1 31.77558,-99.89557
Rusk County 1 32.17576,-94.79354
Sabine County 1 31.28062,-93.78588
San Augustine County 1 31.51139,-94.15894
San Jacinto County 1 30.59540,-95.11707
San Patricio County 2 27.88536,-97.30294
28.02249,-97.57796
San Saba County 1 31.15514,-98.81929
Schleicher County 1 30.89623,-100.5272
Continued on next page
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Scurry County 1 32.70022,-100.9369
Shackelford County 1 32.74379,-99.34705
Shelby County 1 31.82590,-94.17381
Sherman County 1 36.27763,-101.8947
Smith County 5 32.33944,-95.28016
32.46853,-95.41044
32.36263,-95.08669
32.23444,-95.36897
32.22786,-95.20759
Somervell County 1 32.21794,-97.76921
Starr County 2 26.35123,-98.78742
26.45002,-98.96147
Stephens County 1 32.74196,-98.87238
Sterling County 1 31.83577,-101.0549
Stonewall County 1 33.17958,-100.2538
Sutton County 1 30.51787,-100.5054
Swisher County 1 34.52173,-101.7685
Continued on next page
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Tarrant County Region 1 13 32.56331,-97.33534
32.57440,-97.06206
32.58146,-97.20777
32.59314,-97.12529
32.62473,-97.36228
32.63520,-97.08310
32.65021,-97.12497
32.65268,-97.47729
32.65459,-97.26344
32.65477,-97.41694
32.65481,-97.17819
32.66347,-97.36115
32.66698,-97.07498
Tarrant County Region 2 9 32.70841,-97.33781
32.71139,-97.43082
32.71407,-97.11188
32.71547,-97.23846
32.71576,-97.16161
32.71666,-97.37389
32.71695,-97.07126
32.72289,-97.28013
32.73112,-97.47050
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Tarrant County Region 3 10 32.75136,-97.11525
32.76544,-97.22190
32.76626,-97.46418
32.77239,-97.06894
32.78772,-97.30026
32.79309,-97.38626
32.79589,-97.33832
32.81508,-97.15865
32.81604,-97.09757
32.82064,-97.25041
Tarrant County Region 4 14 32.85487,-97.39129
32.85767,-97.17084
32.86176,-97.08856
32.87051,-97.28547
32.87142,-97.23411
32.87837,-97.47707
32.89586,-97.13517
32.91573,-97.26952
32.91824,-97.30129
32.93662,-97.20163
32.93817,-97.37043
32.95523,-97.46462
32.96203,-97.09576
32.96976,-97.28512
Continued on next page
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Taylor County 3 32.43774,-99.75118
32.20281,-99.86146
32.39973,-100.0143
Terrell County 1 30.23233,-102.0725
Terry County 1 33.16970,-102.2447
Throckmorton County 1 33.17071,-99.20614
Titus County 1 33.16589,-94.94849
Tom Green County 3 31.46265,-100.4048
31.43639,-100.4664
31.42451,-100.6211
Travis County Region 1 13 30.13618,-97.63225
30.14450,-97.74972
30.15729,-97.84890
30.19129,-97.76091
30.19575,-97.81656
30.21408,-97.88094
30.23140,-97.72587
30.23622,-97.76866
30.23748,-97.58194
30.25706,-97.83913
30.27414,-97.67746
30.27726,-97.79510
30.28741,-97.73804
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Travis County Region 2 14 30.32615,-97.68502
30.32616,-97.73432
30.32817,-97.48093
30.32822,-97.97630
30.34947,-97.78058
30.36436,-97.89191
30.37419,-97.69632
30.41663,-97.75531
30.42430,-97.82786
30.42761,-97.63100
30.42835,-97.69044
30.44071,-98.00037
30.45950,-97.57744
30.54866,-97.99354
Trinity County 1 31.01380,-95.33004
Tyler County 1 30.74757,-94.45711
Upshur County 1 32.73025,-94.94579
Upton County 1 31.34599,-102.2078
Uvalde County 1 29.22432,-99.79618
Val Verde County 2 29.35617,-100.8852
29.90886,-101.1726
Van Zandt County 1 32.55671,-95.87900
Victoria County 2 28.82767,-96.98646
28.84325,-97.14756
Walker County 2 30.79820,-95.73678
30.73109,-95.53917
Continued on next page
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Waller County 1 30.05104,-95.97943
Ward County 1 31.58495,-102.9026
Washington County 1 30.18864,-96.45538
Webb County 9 27.49100,-99.46702
27.52667,-99.49748
27.91773,-99.44831
27.61908,-99.43211
27.57439,-99.49132
27.44859,-99.46512
27.49459,-99.39827
27.57891,-99.01019
27.36569,-99.48527
Wharton County 1 29.29826,-96.15808
Wheeler County 1 35.46522,-100.2471
Wichita County 3 33.86720,-98.52678
33.99891,-98.53134
33.94556,-98.69107
Wilbarger County 1 34.12711,-99.31416
Willacy County 1 26.48573,-97.72745
Continued on next page
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Williamson County 10 30.72640,-97.72049
30.74318,-97.92314
30.53720,-97.84256
30.46081,-97.78643
30.49809,-97.73308
30.57135,-97.73896
30.51487,-97.56044
30.59047,-97.42265
30.62783,-97.64510
30.52751,-97.66029
Wilson County 1 29.23346,-98.15933
Winkler County 1 31.85183,-103.0889
Wise County 1 33.18959,-97.54105
Wood County 1 32.78871,-95.37329
Yoakum County 1 33.01714,-102.7927
Young County 1 33.10824,-98.58618
Zapata County 1 26.91760,-99.26681
Zavala County 1 28.66290,-99.82067
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Appendix B
LINGO
The ILP/INLP problems involved in the optimal placement of family planning
centers can have thousands of integer variables. Thus we use the optimization
software LINGO to solve these problems with its automated
branch-and-bound algorithm. This branch-and-bound solver calls either a
linear or nonlinear solver to use in its intermediate steps [11]. Examples of
code for each model are shown on the following pages in Figures B.1, B.2, and
B.3.
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Figure B.1: DE county apportionment LINGO code
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Figure B.2: DE Kent County facilities location LINGO code
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Figure B.3: DE set-covering LINGO code
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